
Your philanthropic support 
makes life-changing stories 
like Mac’s possible. Read his 
and other stories of hope 
beginning on page 4.

“Thank you
for the

 ultimate gift:
my life and

 health.”
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You are part of a long tradition at SwediSh—improving 
the health and well-being of our community with your philanthropic support.
for more than a century, caring people like you have given the gift of wellness
to our community. day after day, you bring extraordinary, often life-changing 
care to so many patients across our region.  

patients like Connie and dick (read their story on page 6), who have 
entrusted Swedish with their critical care needs for decades. or Steven (read 
his family’s story on page 4), who got the care he needed to live life to the
fullest while facing terminal cancer. these are the stories your generosity 
makes possible. 

last year, your partnership opened new doors in improving patient care, 
research and education that are helping our patients achieve healthier tomorrows.
thanks to you, our patients can turn to Swedish for innovative, compassionate
care to help them lead their best lives.

thank you for believing in Swedish. we are inspired by your investment in 
transforming the health of our community. 

   Sincerely,

harold a. (JaY) VogelSang, Cfre
President and Chief Development Officer

Swedish Medical Center Foundation

diane SabeY
Chair, Board of Governors

Swedish Medical Center Foundation

You are changing lives.

Funds raised by
service area
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Financials

Donations by
source

individual planned gifts:
$9,499,764
individual Current gifts:
$3,976,866
Corporations/organizations:
$2,681,895
foundations:
$1,628,700
gifts in-kind:
$350,192

52%

22%

15%

9%

unrestricted: $5,909,635
Cancer: $4,372,292
neuroscience: $3,433,456
rivkin Center: $1,328,627
outpatient/ambulatory:
$1,005,818
Medical and nursing education:
$688,438
heart: $435,458
digestive health: $293,019
advanced Surgical: $288,340
women’s health & pediatrics: 
$135,225
other: $123,357
patient Care: $76,494
Community: $67,258

Figures include all cash and new pledges received during fiscal year 2017. A formal audit of 2017 numbers has not yet been conducted. 

2%

You inVeSted more than $18.1 million in extraordinary care at Swedish in 2017—thank you!
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You make extraordinary health care
possible at Swedish.

expanded pediatriC therapY faCilitY SerVeS More Children with SpeCial needS 

this larger facility offers two kid-friendly gyms to encourage motor skill development, individual
treatment rooms for speech therapy and a kitchen for feeding therapy, helping more children with
disabilities develop the skills they need to lead active and independent lives.

Your philanthropiC Support makes the following
patient care, research and education programs possible at Swedish—thank you!

inCreaSing aCCeSS to doulaS for low-inCoMe patientS

low-income patients who are expecting a child now have access to free or discounted 
doula services, giving more families an extra level of support during the birth process. 

Creating a More Soothing enVironMent for CanCer Care

the third-floor treatment rooms at the Swedish Cancer institute at Swedish first hill were upgraded
with new floor plans to maximize space along with new artwork, refreshed paint, state-of-the-art 
equipment, ergonomic chairs and enhanced wi-fi, offering nurses, patients and their loved ones
a more nurturing and comfortable environment to give and receive care. 

adVanCing heart Care to help patientS lead More aCtiVe liVeS

thanks to philanthropic donations, we treated our first patient with a left-ventricle assist 
device (lVad), an innovative battery-powered pump that can help patients with heart failure 
regain physical strength and potentially live longer. 

the Swedish Cancer institute at Swedish first hill expanded its art therapy program to Swedish
edmonds, giving more patients an outlet to express the emotional aspects of having cancer.  

groundbreaking StudY offerS hope for new brain CanCer therapieS 

the Susan J. Mcgregor Viral glioblastoma immunotherapy program investigators at Swedish’s
ivy Center are researching how a common virus may drive deadly brain cancers and breast
cancers to spread.

alleViating finanCial StreSS for patientS during a MaJor health eVent

last year, more than 5,200 patients who experienced a major health event, like isaac (at right)
who received a kidney transplant, received grants to help with essential living expenses.

D E C E M B E R

O C T O B E R

J U LY

M A R C H

F E B R U A R Y

J A N U A R Y

enhanCing Your health Care through Continuing eduCation opportunitieS
for our CaregiVerS 

Your generosity helped us deliver the best possible care by funding ongoing educational opportunities for our 
caregivers, from retreats to help our nurses renew their well-being and avoid burnout to intensive fellowships 
for the next generation of physicians and nurses.  

expanded art therapY prograM offerS eMotional Support to
More patientS with CanCer

Photo: William Abeyta, KING 5

Donors experience art therapy firsthand
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Honoring
a son by
helping
others.

THE BIENZ FAMILY:

I

“Steven could enjoy every breath
and feel like that day—even if it

 was only a few hours—he didn’t 
 have cancer. that was a true gift.”

` – Karen Bienz

t waS hard for karen bienz to watch Steven, her
energetic son, deteriorate from an aggressive form of melanoma 
that eventually took his life at the age of 25.

Steven’s cancer story began when his dermatologist removed a 
“weird-looking” mole from his collarbone. when the pathology report
showed it was melanoma, the dermatologist referred Steven to a
surgeon to have several lymph nodes removed to check for cancer 
cells. all of the nodes were cancer free, so Steven went on with his life.

“My son was so outgoing,” says karen. “he was an accomplished 
chef who dreamed of owning an
italian food truck. but in 2016—
those dreams vanished.”

that’s when Steven began to 
lose weight and have migraines. after 
losing vision in one eye and vomiting 
at work, he went to the emergency 
room at Swedish edmonds. an Mri 
revealed that tumors were causing his brain to swell, 
so Steven was transferred to the neuro intensive
care unit at Swedish Cherry hill. Ct and pet scans
showed 34 brain tumors and hundreds more 
throughout his body.

“when we heard the pathology report, we went 
from zero to Mach 10 in three seconds,” says Steven’s
stepfather dan. “it was overwhelming. he was in so 
much pain. we could almost watch the tumors grow 
from one day to the next.”

but Steven was a fighter. he told his mom that he was going
“to fight like hell,” and be optimistic and upbeat. he was sure he
would be one of the miracles you read about. because of his outlook,
he had no interest in talking about quality-of-life issues or anything 
that might signal there was little hope.

at the urging of his medical oncologist Min park, M.d., and his 
sister danielle, Steven met with nurses at the Swedish palliative Care 
and Symptom Management Clinic—a visit that changed everything.

“palliative care is not hospice,” says karen. “it’s a holistic      
approach to helping cancer patients. they gave Steven a pathway 
and something to believe in that would help him do as much as
possible while receiving treatment. the nurses—and especially his 
social worker Vivian foxx—worked with him personally to manage 
his diet, pain and mental concerns. they worked with our family, too.”

the bienzes credit the palliative care team with keeping Steven 
comfortable for the five months he lived after that fateful trip to the er.

“they listened to him,” says karen. “they helped him understand
it’s not about dying. it’s about living 
and making whatever time he had 
the very best. because the palliative 
care nurses made him comfortable, 
Steven could enjoy every breath and 
feel like that day—even if it might be 
for just a few hours—he didn’t have 
cancer. that was a true gift.”

karen and dan were pleased to learn that Swedish had
other programs that could support Steven. while he was
hospitalized, Steven worried about how he could continue
providing for his girlfriend and her baby—a little one 
he thought of as his own. he was relieved when the 
patient assistance fund at the Swedish Cancer institute 
(SCi) offered a grant so they could buy diapers.

the bienz family, members of the Founders  
Circle, donated the proceeds from Steven’s life insurance 

to support the patient assistance fund, which is funded entirely 
through philanthropy. through their gift, they hope that other families 
who are struggling to live life to the fullest despite a cancer diagnosis, 
can experience the same kind of support they received.

thanks to supporters like the bienz family—and you—our
patients have access to extraordinary health care and hope for
a healthy tomorrow. to learn more about how your gift is making a
difference at SCi, contact Jeff walker, senior director of philanthropy,
at 206-386-3194 or Jeff.walker@swedish.org. 
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aC ChaVarria is a typical baby boomer. he lives life 
to the fullest … and he’s one of the 2.4 million americans 
born between 1945 and 1965 who got hepatitis C, when 

public awareness of the disease and its causes was in its infancy 
and there were few effective treatments.

Mac contracted hep C in the early 1970s. initially his symptoms 
sent him to the hospital, but as the years went by the symptoms 
were no longer active and he pretty much forgot he had hep C.

“i’ve always been extremely active,” says Mac. “i loved living in 
California and surfing the big winter 
waves in San francisco. Surfing is 
my first love, but when i moved to 
washington, i took up snowboarding,
too. My hep C was dormant and 
had no symptoms, so my life 
seemed normal.”

about 10 years ago, when a 
routine blood test again showed 
that Mac had hep C, his doctor 
referred him to kris V. kowdley, M.d., 
a world-renowned leader in hep C 
research and treatment. by that time, medical advancements and 
new medications made it possible to treat—and even cure—hep C.

Mac’s disease had been present for so long, dr. kowdley 
prescribed two drug therapies to kill the virus. although the therapy 
worked and Mac was virus free, hep C had damaged his liver. 
when a biopsy showed he had cancer in his liver, Mac’s next
appointment was with Marquis hart, M.d., director of the Swedish 
organ transplant program.

“dr. hart told me i would probably continue to develop more 
lesions,” says Mac. “he also told me that i was an excellent
candidate for a transplant because i don’t smoke, i don’t take 
drugs and i exercise. So i went on the transplant waiting list.”

the first liver that became available in april 2015 was not a 
perfect match for Mac.

“we were given an option of accepting or declining the liver 
because it was considered an ‘at-risk’ liver—just like the one i
already had,” says Mac. “So my wife Jane and i decided to wait. 
we prayed for a healthy young liver. i even got specific … i prayed
for a healthy young liver from hawaii.”

three months later, Mac and Jane got the call they were waiting 
for and within 24 hours, Mac had a healthy new liver. to their surprise, 
it came from a 20-year-old hawaiian man. although he missed the 
surfing season, by winter Mac was snowboarding again.

that life-altering event had a 
tremendous impact on both Mac
and Jane. “it was probably harder 
for Jane than for me,” says Mac. 
“So we really appreciate the kindness
and compassion everyone at Swedish
showed both of us. we were so 
impressed with the doctors, the 
transplant coordinator and all of the 
nurses. and, we also have profound 
gratitude for my organ donor and 
his family.”

recently, Mac went surfing in hawaii. two sea turtles surfaced 
and swam next to Mac’s surfboard.

“in hawaiian culture, the sea turtle is a guardian spirit and
a symbol of good fortune, longevity and continuation of life,” says 
Mac. “that unique experience helped me realize how fortunate
i was to have my new ‘hawaiian liver.’ it also motivated Jane and 
me to help raise awareness of hep C and to use philanthropy
to show our immense appreciation for my incredible transplant 
team at Swedish.”

together, supporters like Mac, Jane—and you—give our
patients access to extraordinary health care and hope for a 
healthy tomorrow. to learn more about how your gift is making 
a difference, contact duncan robinson, philanthropy officer, at 
206-386-3527 or duncan.robinson@swedish.org. 

M

The
ultimate gift.

MAC CHAVARRIA:

HEPATITIS C SCREENING

baby boomers and individuals who have had contact with
blood carrying the hep C virus are at risk for hep C infection.

hep C can cause liver damage, so it’s important for
at-risk individuals to be screened. today, a simple blood test

can determine if you are infected and there are highly effective
treatments with cure rates of 95 percent and higher.

For more info about Hep C screening and treatment,
visit Swedish.org/hepc and talk with your

primary-care provider.
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onnie and diCk delMiSSier have been married for 
59 years. as they sit in their garden looking out on the 
Cascade Mountains, they reflect on their life together and 

appreciate those things that have helped them live through the ups 
and downs they experienced along the way.

while they have had the joy of living their entire lives in Seattle, 
when it gets right down to it, they 
enthusiastically credit Swedish for 
their long life together.

Connie was born at Swedish 
Cherry hill and has been a long-
time volunteer with the hospital 
and the foundation. twenty-seven 
years ago, she was diagnosed 
with breast cancer. her medical 
oncologist at Swedish, henry g. (hank) kaplan, M.d., has been 
her primary care physician ever since.

dick has also had his share of medical care. his cardiologists 
at the Swedish heart & Vascular institute are treating his congestive 
heart failure and atrial fibrillation.

“we couldn’t ask for better care,” says Connie. “i don’t think 
there is any place around that does it better. in fact, i wonder if 
we’d still be here if it wasn’t for our team of remarkable doctors 
and nurses at Swedish.”

a few years ago, dick turned to the Swedish neuroscience 
institute when he had a stroke. as a result of that significant 

medical event, Connie and dick decided to finalize their estate 
planning. their son peter nudged them a little, too, because he
wanted to be certain that the family would be able to distribute
his parents’ estate to the organizations which they are most
passionate about.

although dick and Connie have generously given to Swedish
for more than three decades and 
have been annual Summit Club 
members for many years, they 
became legacy partners last year 
when they made Swedish a
beneficiary of their iras.

“everyone we have come to 
know at Swedish is inspirational,” 
says Connie. “they truly want to 

provide the very best care. we know, however, that they can do 
even more if they have people like us helping them.”

Connie and dick have asked Swedish to use their gift in the 
area of greatest need. it’s their way of saying “thank you” for the 
care they have received, as well as for the care others will be able
to receive in the future.

thanks to supporters like Connie, dick—and you—our 
patients have access to extraordinary health care and hope for a 
healthy tomorrow. to learn more about how your gift by will can 
make a difference, contact andrea king, Vp of philanthropic 
Services, at 206-386-3379 or andrea.king@swedish.org.

Giving
from an

abundance of
appreciation.

CONNIE AND DICK
DELMISSIER:

“they truly want to provide the
very best care. we know, however,

that they can do even more
if they have people like us

helping them.”
– Connie DelMissier

C
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oSing a loVed one to ovarian cancer is devastating. 
using that loss to help find a cure is inspirational. that’s
how derek loeser and his wife, katie Van kessel, M.d., 

have chosen to remember derek’s mom, Susan, after she passed 
away from ovarian cancer.

ovarian cancer is virtually a hidden disease, with symptoms 
that are easily attributed to other medical conditions. in Susan’s 

case, her cancer had
metastasized by the time
it was discovered.

like so many patients, 
derek’s mom had lots of 
questions. her search for 
answers led her to Saul 
rivkin, M.d., a medical 
oncologist at Swedish and 

founder of the rivkin Center for ovarian Cancer.
“the exceptional care my mom received from Saul and her 

entire team at Swedish allowed her to live with ovarian cancer for 
seven years,” says derek. “it also became her motivation to help 
raise funds for ovarian cancer research and education.”

derek and his entire family “inherited” that motivation. they 
know firsthand the importance of the rivkin Center and its
connection to Swedish, and have honored his mom’s legacy 
through their philanthropy and as members of the Founders Circle.

“i first met Saul when i did my rotation through the gynecologic
oncology program at Swedish,” says katie, a specialist in obstetrics
and gynecology. “Shortly after my mother-in-law died, he asked

us to sponsor their annual auction. My involvement with the
rivkin Center has grown, and i am proud to now serve on its 
board of directors.”

derek and katie understand the challenges of ovarian cancer. 
although it is one of the deadliest forms of cancer, often affecting 
women in the prime of their lives, it doesn’t get as much attention 
or funding as other cancers.

“My mom was a vibrant, energetic woman—even after her
diagnosis,” says derek. “She swam a mile every day and was skiing
a month before she died. if she were alive today, she would be
advocating for more funding for education and emerging research.”

today, there’s a lot of excitement in the research community 
about finding an early screening tool for ovarian cancer, improving 
treatments and for ultimately finding an immunization or cure. the 
rivkin Center helps fund many of those efforts.

“My family history and the genes we inherited is why we 
are involved,” says derek. “My mom’s experience is why our 
involvement—and the involvement of others—is so important. 
She knew something was wrong before she was diagnosed,
but there was no test to speed up her diagnosis.”

Supporters like derek, katie—and you—are helping to build 
healthier futures for all women through research and education.
to learn more about how your gift is making a difference through the
rivkin Center, contact Jaclynn rodriguez, director of development,
at 206-215-2204 or Jaclynn.rodriguez@swedish.org.

The Rivkin Center funds leading-edge ovarian cancer research and 
educational programs for women in an effort to keep them healthy.

Using a loss
to help find

a cure.

DEREK LOESER AND
KATIE VAN KESSEL, M.D.:

L
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andY norriS, Mba, came to Swedish in 1994 with one 
goal: build a robust and successful Continuing Medical 
education (CMe) program. She thought she’d be here three 

or four years before moving on to a new challenge, instead she 
stayed for 24 years. She discovered that her passion for education
could be fueled through both her day-to-day work and her
philanthropic contributions to medical 
education through the annual
employee Caregiver Campaign.

“Continuous learning and 
improvement” is one of the six core 
values at Swedish that has special 
meaning for Sandy. it encourages a 
philosophy that was foundational to 
her job and kept her feeling fulfilled all these years, and it’s also an 
ideal that gave purpose to her donations.

“i am pleased that i am able to support physician education 
both professionally and personally,” says Sandy, a member of both 
the Summit Club and the Turner Society. “i see the benefit of that 
education every day in the state-of-the-art care we provide. it is 
rewarding to see our residents become leaders in their fields,
and i am rewarded when past graduates have provided me or
my friends high-quality care, demonstrating patient-focused
communication skills.”

recently, Sandy’s philanthropic support helped our residents 
put a spotlight on the need for interpreters in our hospitals and 
clinics. working with nurses and interpreters, and benefiting from 
the investment of supporters like Sandy, they were able to make 

advances in providing better access to health care for our multi-
ethnic communities.

although Sandy’s team doesn’t work directly with patients, the 
work they do impacts care every day. and, through her work and 
her donations, Sandy has helped ensure “continuous learning and 
improvement” is an integral part of our culture at Swedish.

“i am motivated by the staff and
physicians who are dedicated to 
excellence,” says Sandy. “i value our 
educational and quality teams’ work. 
it allows others to grow and succeed 
professionally and contributes to
making Swedish the best place to 
receive care. i’m pleased that i have 

been part of that as both an employee and a donor.”
now, after nearly a quarter century of service, Sandy has 

met her goal. the physician education programs have more than 
doubled in size and she’s looking forward to retirement. Sandy 
hopes to spend more time boating with her husband, tom, and 
their children and grandchildren.

“Swedish will always hold a special place in my heart,” she 
says. “people in the community are so enthusiastic about supporting
Swedish. i’m pleased that i can be counted as one of them.”

thanks to supporters like Sandy—and you—our patients 
have access to extraordinary health care and hope for a healthy 
tomorrow. to learn more about how your gift makes a difference,
contact lindsay Capello, director of annual giving, at 206-215-8138
or lindsay.Capello@swedish.org.

A passion
for educating
physicians.

“people in the community are
so enthusiastic about supporting
Swedish. i’m pleased that i can

be counted as one of them.”
– Sandy Norris, MBA

S

SANDY NORRIS:
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ent rukke is quick to share that he and his beloved
wife debbie were married 47 years, 6 months and 11 days. 
kent may have lost the love of his life to brain cancer, but 

his memories of their life together are his constant companion, 
and also the impetus for his philanthropic support of the ben & 
Catherine ivy Center for advanced brain tumor treatment at the 
Swedish neuroscience institute (Sni).

kent and debbie’s love story began while he was working at 
a school in north dakota and she was a student there pursuing 
her dental hygiene degree. they were 
married in July 1969, two months after 
graduation.

initially they made their home in the 
Midwest. but in the mid-80s they moved 
to washington state with their two children, 
brian and kirsten—first living in Moses lake and then in 
ephrata. kent still lives in their family home.

although debbie was a dental hygienist and later
became a certified public accountant, her most
treasured “employment” was during her retirement
years, watching her three granddaughters while kirsten 
worked at an elementary school in Moses lake.

in october 2015, kent and debbie’s idyllic 
life was turned upside down. debbie began having 
balance problems. when she lost control of the left 
side of her body, kent rushed her to their local emergency room 
where a Cat scan showed that debbie had a tumor on her brain. 
after an Mri confirmed the diagnosis, debbie was scheduled for 
surgery in wenatchee.

her surgeons removed as much of the tumor as they could 
and pathology identified it as glioblastoma multiforme, or gbM. kent
and debbie were told that with this aggressive type of cancer, her 
prognosis was anywhere from 15 months to five years. in december, 
she began 30 days of radiation and chemotherapy, and in february 
she had a second surgery.

debbie and kent had confidence in her care team, but they 

wanted to be absolutely certain they were doing everything they 
could to fight the cancer. while researching gbM online for her 
mom and dad, kirsten found the ivy Center. She scheduled an
appointment for a second opinion with neurosurgeon Charles 
Cobbs, M.d., the gregory foltz, M.d., endowed director of the 
ivy Center, and neurologist Jerome graber, M.d.

“we were relieved to hear these experts in gbM say that they 
would have done the same thing if they had treated debbie in the 
beginning,” says kent. “at the same time, we were disappointed that

there was nothing more that could be done.”
they went home to continue debbie’s

chemotherapy, eventually arranging for home 
health and then hospice care. on Jan. 7, 2017,
kent and debbie renewed their vows, and 
on Jan. 14, debbie passed away.

even though drs. Cobbs and graber didn’t treat 
debbie, kent was moved by the compassion they
experienced during their appointment and the expertise
that was available at the ivy Center.

“everyone there was fabulous,” says kent. “we 
could easily see how committed they were. it was only 
natural for me to want to honor debbie by supporting 
the ivy Center—to help them come up with a vaccine 
or a cure to stop gbM dead in its tracks.”

to further honor debbie, kent and his family walked
in her memory at Swedish’s Seattle Brain Cancer Walk to benefit 
the ivy Center’s brain cancer research and clinical trials.

kent teasingly tells dr. Cobbs that through his donations, 
he’s trying to help put a stop to brain cancer and ultimately put 
dr. Cobbs out of business so he can do more golfing.

together, supporters like kent, his family—and you—give our 
patients access to extraordinary health care and hope for a healthy 
tomorrow. to learn more about how your gift is making a difference
at the Swedish neuroscience institute, contact Mallory higgins, 
assistant philanthropy officer, at 206-386-6108 or Mallory.higgins
@swedish.org.

Remembering
a love story.

“it was only natural for me
to want to honor debbie by
supporting the ivy Center.”

– Kent Rukke

K

KENT RUKKE:
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erb SChoenfeld’S life has centered primarily on
furniture, healthy living and his faith. growing up in Seattle,
he loved hearing stories of his great grandfather starting

a furniture business in Virginia City, nev., and then moving it to a
storefront in tombstone, ariz., next to doc holliday’s dental office.

he was proud of his family’s business. nevertheless, although 
expectations were high that he would take it over one day, it wasn’t 
for herb. he wanted to be a psychiatrist. but a funny thing happened
on the way to his graduate degree. he decided to work at the family
furniture store for a few years, and ended up becoming its owner 
and president—and staying 35 years.

throughout his early years, herb was a bodybuilder. he
thought he was very healthy. You can 
imagine his surprise, then, when he had a 
heart attack at the age of 46.

“My first heart attack was a wake-
up call,” says herb. “after triple bypass 
surgery at Cherry hill, i gave up body- 
building, started a heart-healthy diet and 
focused on living my faith, so i could be a softer, kinder person 
who was more humble and less stressed.”

the extraordinary care he received at the Swedish heart & 
Vascular institute (ShVi) after a second heart attack has made 
Founders Circle members herb and his wife Marlene ardent

cheerleaders for the physicians and staff who cared for him, and 
the technology they have access to.

“Swedish’s heart services are the best in washington, or 
anywhere for that matter,” says herb. “their expertise saved my 
life, but their humanity is just as incredible. we live just a few miles 
from Swedish Mill Creek and we’ve found that no matter where we 
enter the system, there are kind, caring experts to take care of us.”

in a nod to the Seattle Seahawks, herb likes to say that he
and Marlene are the “12th Man for Swedish.” through the Schoenfeld-
gardner foundation, a family foundation that includes herb, his 
sister, two cousins and a niece, they’ve generously supported heart
health and wellness at ShVi, as well as programs at the Swedish 

neuroscience institute. 
“our family’s genetic heart history is 

pathetic,” says herb. “i have multiple family 
members who have been affected by genes 
that put them at risk for heart disease. 
that’s why our family is so intent on doing 
our part to support heart care at Swedish.”

Supporters like the Schoenfeld family—and you—give our 
patients access extraordinary health care and hope for a healthy 
tomorrow. to learn more about how your gift is making a difference
at ShVi, contact Mallory higgins, assistant philanthropy officer, at 
206-386-6108 or Mallory.higgins@swedish.org.

Heart-healthy
 cheerleaders
 for Swedish.

“their expertise saved
my life, but their humanity

is just as incredible.”
– Herb Schoenfeld

H

HERB AND MARLENE
SCHOENFELD:
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ow a CoMpanY nurtures community relationships says
a lot about the company. for Sellen Construction, a decades-
long record of community involvement defines them as 

much as their reputation for building the skylines of Seattle does.
Sellen may be the largest locally owned commercial construction 

company in the pacific northwest, but it’s also a company with
a huge heart.

“the belief that it was important to develop partnerships with 
the communities in which we had construction projects began when
my father rick led the company,” says Scott redman, president of
Sellen. “as we approach our 75th anniversary, community engagement
is now baked into our culture. and, 
it’s reflected in our corporate
philosophy to ‘always do what’s 
right for our employees, our clients 
and the community.’”

the Sellen team selects
community engagement projects
that are compelling or that closely
affect their employees. Swedish
is fortunate to be one of the recipients
of that generosity. the relationship
with Swedish as a contractor and a philanthropic supporter is the
longest-running partnership for Sellen—one that has lasted more 
than six decades.

employee giving campaigns, a company focus on wellness 
and volunteerism, and the health care many Sellen employees
receive at Swedish, make the Sellen-Swedish relationship personal.

in fact, Scott and Sellen’s chief executive officer, bob McCleskey, 
both personally support Swedish, magnifying Sellen’s commitment 
to the health and well-being of our community.

“when i found myself lying on the basketball court after having 
a heart attack, my first thought was that it couldn’t be happening 

to me,” says bob. “i was so fortunate that i was taken to Swedish. 
their heart team had everything i needed to get and stay healthy 
not just for me, but for my family, too. now i want to ensure that 
Swedish always has the newest devices and therapies, so they 
can continue to care for patients like me long into the future.”

Sellen generously supported the building of the True Family
women’s Cancer Center at the Swedish Cancer institute and 
provided the start-up investment for the Center for perinatal bonding 
and Support’s day program for women and newborns, an intensive 
outpatient program offering mental health care for new and expecting 
moms. Sellen has also supported the Swedish Mobile Mammography 

program, which makes critical breast 
cancer screening available in remote 
and underserved communities.

all of these programs directly 
support women at critical times of 
their lives. they are some of the 
clearest examples of how Sellen,
a Stellar Club member, uses its 
philanthropy to help improve health
care for our community. without 
philanthropic support, these unique 

and vital resources would not be available at Swedish today.
“as a company, we’ve tried to create a workplace that is mindful

of the opportunities we have had working next to great clients,” 
says Scott. “it is a point of pride for all employees at Sellen that we 
find ways to give back by investing in the community and supporting 
organizations like Swedish that are dedicated to serving others.”

together, supporters like Sellen—and you—give our patients
access to extraordinary health care and hope for a healthy tomorrow.
to learn more about how your gift is making a difference, contact 
Jodie Miner, Vp Major gifts, at 206-386-6791 or Jodie.Miner
@swedish.org. 

A decades-long
commitment to the

community.

H

“it is a point of pride for
all employees at Sellen that we find 
ways to give back by investing in the 

community and supporting
organizations like Swedish that are 

dedicated to serving others.”
– Scott Redman

SELLEN
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC.:

            Scott Redman,
    President of Sellen
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SinCe our founding more than a century ago, your philanthropic support has helped to fulfill our mission
to improve the health and well-being of our community. thank you.

Humanitarian: $5,000,000+ 
the ben and Catherine ivy foundation

anne gittinger
John l. locke Jr. Charitable trust - robin erzinger knepper, lida buckner, evelyn anderson

the paul g. allen family foundation
Mr. hansjörg wyss

Thank you for your
extraordinary generosity.

the Stellar Club recognizes the lifetime philanthropic investments of donors 
who have given cumulative or outright leadership gifts of $250,000 or more.

anonymous
Chap and eve alvord
apex foundation - bruce r. McCaw
Mrs. pattie arnold
dr. nancy auer and randal houtz tS

boston Scientific Corporation

wenie din and James bowen, M.d.
Joe Clark
Cordis, a Johnson & Johnson Company
Capt. and Mrs. robert engstrom
Jean M. hilton*
lars Jonsson and
     laurie Mcdonald Jonsson

robin erzinger knepper
estate of barbara Mcdonald
kirby and diane Mcdonald
the norcliffe foundation
bruce and Jeannie nordstrom
northwest hope and
     healing foundation

university of washington
wanda Jankelson foundation
     for health Care and research
elizabeth webber and
     gregory hanson
bob and Valerie Yurina

radia inc., p.S.
Seattle radiologists apC
Sellen Construction Company inc.
estate of patricia J. true
Janet and doug true
Mr. and Mrs. william l. true
u.S. anesthesia partners, inc.

Distinguished Visionaries: $2,500,000+ 
dr. anthony lo and dr. Susan Scanlan

Chuck and karen lytle tS

david and Sandy Sabey & family
Swedish Medical Center first hill auxiliary

Visionaries: $1,000,000+ 

anonymous
Mrs. lucius andrew iii
david and nancy auth
James “len” evans
anne and Jack fontaine

harley and lela franco
the guggenheimer family foundation
Jane b. halligan
John J. and katherine a. harnish
Scott and darel harrison
richard and betty hedreen

timmie hollomon
peter e. Johanson
kismet805 foundation
rae and Mark lembersky
the lester & bernice Smith
     foundation

Ms. Mary pigott
the polik family and
     aCMe food Sales
dr. and Mrs. Charles Simonyi
Jim and Janet Sinegal
Mrs. lorna a. Stern

Susun and Scott livingston
Ms. Jolene M. McCaw
Susan J. Mcgregor trust
in memory of lori pape
Jim and gaye pigott
Mr. and Mrs. Mark C. pigott

Leaders: $500,000+ 

anonymous (2)
rebecca benaroya
dr. Joseph and barbara buchman
Chenta and Suling Chen
dale Chihuly and
     leslie Jackson Chihuly
Janet and glenn edwards
Mark and Sarah everitt

Vera S. fiorito
dr. and Mrs. eugene w. goertzen
Mr. and Mrs. william and
     Cheryl gossman
beau and Julie gould
estate of george b. hampton
harold and ernestine heath
ralph and gail hendrickson

dr. and Mrs. rod and
     nancy hochman
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher r. hughes
Jay and Mary Jayne Jones
byron and alice lockwood
     foundation
dr. and Mrs. howard g. Maron and 
     the warren J. razore family
     foundation

ned and Joyce turner tS

william and ruth* Vance
Jean baur Viereck tS

weinstein family foundation
ron and devorah weinstein
Jill and Simon weinstein

the Moyer foundation,
     karen and Jamie Moyer
linda nordstrom
Mrs. Sally a. nordstrom tS

Mr. ancil h. payne*
Mr. and Mrs. Jim pellegrino
Martin and Catherine Selig
Scott Swerland

Partners: $250,000+ 

2017 Annual Giving

Stellar Club Distinguished Visionaries: $2,500,000+ 
dr. anthony lo and dr. Susan Scanlan  SC

laSt Year, you invested more than $18 million in innovative and compassionate health care at Swedish.
the following recognizes investments made between Jan. 1 and dec. 31,  2017. thank you for your extraordinary caring.

Stellar Club Visionaries: $1,000,000+ 
dr. nancy auer and randal houtz SC tS

elizabeth webber and gregory hanson SC

bob and Valerie Yurina SC

Stellar Club Leaders: $500,000+ 
the ben and Catherine ivy foundation SC

harley and lela franco SC

Jane b. halligan SC

peter e. Johanson SC

the norcliffe foundation SC

Stellar Club Partners: $250,000+ 
estate of george b. hampton SC

ralph and gail hendrickson SC

John l. locke Jr. Charitable trust - robin erzinger knepper, lida buckner, evelyn anderson SC

Susan J. Mcgregor trust SC

Mr. and Mrs. Jim pellegrino SC

university of washington SC

SC = Indicates a Stellar Club member with lifetime giving of $250,000+     TS = Indicates a Turner Society member for 25 consecutive years of giving    *Indicates a donor who has passed away
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anonymous
John Stephan banchero Jr. and
     linda banchero
wenie din and James bowen, M.d. SC

howard and Judy Chermak
James “len” evans SC

first Choice health network inc.
timmie hollomon SC

todd and anne holmdahl
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher r. hughes SC

the lester & bernice Smith
     foundation SC

Chuck and karen lytle SC tS

estate of barbara Mcdonald* SC

northwest hope and healing
     foundation SC

penumbra, inc.
puget Sound oncology Consortium

radia inc., p.S. SC

Martin and Catherine Selig SC

dr. and Mrs. Charles Simonyi SC

Mrs. lorna a. Stern SC

theresa Jane fund

Founders Circle Fellows: $100,000+

anonymous
Mr. ronald berenstain
bergman draper oslund, pllC
bike the uS for MS

boston Scientific Corporation SC

Mrs. Marion Charlston*
the foundation for Surgical fellowships
glenhome foundation (Jarvis family)

kismet805 foundation SC

Microsoft Corporation
nordstrom/Seifert family foundation
in memory of lori pape SC

pediatrix-obstetrix Medical group
performance home Medical
petro 49, inc.
kjell and katerie Schei

estate of Joseph S. Spinola
helen r. Stusser
Swedish Medical Center auxiliary
     first hill SC

Scott Swerland SC

Founders Circle Ambassadors: $50,000+

anonymous
Chap and eve alvord SC

Jimmy and patty barrier
ron behar
larry and Sherry benaroya
eric and gloria bensussen
the bill & Melinda gates foundation
richard and Joann block
the boeing Company
Cep america

Chenta and Suling Chen SC

fisher foundation for family health
the foster foundation
genentech inc.
Mahmood ghassemi
glassybaby white light fund
the guggenheimer family foundation SC

John b. laughlin
Carol lindsey
kurt and diana lindsey
terry lundeen

gary and Cecelia Macpherson
heike and ed Malakoff
nancy and aaron Marcus
Michael Medley
Medtronic, inc.
Mr. C. eric Morse - Sales result, inc.
david and Mette naness
deanna nelson and Steven Marshall
Mrs. Sally a. nordstrom SC tS

the o.d. fisher Charitable foundation
thomas and kathleen o’gorman

paCCar foundation
dr. and Mrs. Saul e. rivkin
estate of fern Meryl rogow
ryan hill research foundation
Schlanger Charitable foundation
dianne and gordon Schlicke
John and Juanita Schoeppel
the Schuler family foundation,
     Mr. and Mrs. James k. Schuler
Skacel family
Sophie l. anderson trust

bill and karen Steele
george and Stephanie Suddock
teSaro, inc.
torax Medical, inc.
Janet and doug true SC

tumor institute
     radiation oncology group llp
Jean baur Viereck SC tS

weinstein family foundation SC

ron and devorah weinstein SC

Jill and Simon weinstein SC

Founders Circle Benefactors: $20,000+

anonymous (2)
alfred & tillie Shemanski fund
andeavor
apex foundation - bruce r. McCaw SC

arclight Capital holdings, llC
raylene and howard arntzen
ricardo and Sharon arroyo
astrazeneca lp
Joe and karyn barer
donna r. benaroya
nat and gail bender
Maureen and Joel benoliel
estate of katherine berg
nicholas J. bez
bezos family foundation, 
     Mr. and Mrs. Miguel a. bezos
karen l. bienz
biogen inc
bizxchange
eric and Vivian bracher
elizabeth a. bracken
robert and barbara bridge
brighton Jones llC
bristol-Myers Squibb Co.
Carrie and thomas brown, M.d.
Capital industries, inc

Ms. namchee Chan and Ms. Suzanne arlt
hugh and nicole Chang
dale Chihuly and
     leslie Jackson Chihuly SC

frank and Marilyn Clement
teresa and bryan Coluccio
Conrad Shipyard, llC
Mr. frank J. Coyle
diversified Marine, inc.
dale doughty
Merrilyn dow
elizabeth J. kern trust
dr. Michael elliott and Mrs. elicia elliott
fairway independent Mortgage
     of lynnwood and gig harbor
ferring pharmaceuticals, inc
Cynthia fierstein, M.d.
four Seasons resort - punta Mita
Chuck and Jill friedman
eli and karen friedman
fuel talent, llC
garneau-nicon family foundation
ginny gilder and lynn Slaughter
gilead Sciences inc.
Mr. and Mrs. william and
     Cheryl gossman SC

dr. and Mrs. James e. gottesman
the greenbrier Companies
tim and Marilyn groves
Scott and darel harrison SC

Scott hartkopf and wendy nichols
george and Joyce heiser
Johnson & Johnson Services inc.
Mr. Christopher kauffman and
     Mrs. ellen kauffman
tom and Marsha kauzlarich
glenn kawasaki
nick and Michele keller
Ms. kendra kelly
david and doreen keyes
the kobylka family Charitable fund
richard kobylka
dr. kris V. kowdley
John and rebecca laughlin
allan b. learned
robert and lauren levinson
leVl
Susun and Scott livingston SC

derek loeser and dr. katie Van kessel
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. lott
Macquarie Capital
Markey Machinery

Ms. Jolene M. McCaw SC

Mary kay McCaw
Mr. Michael Melancon and
     Mr. glenn Johnson
Mercer island rotary Club
Mrs. Carla Millage and
     Mr. wayne Millage
robert and Valerie Moehring
dr. karla Mooers
rosemary and James Munson tracy -
     the Munson family foundation
linda nordstrom SC

northwestern Mutual of puget Sound
novartis pharmaceuticals Corporation
nuckols-keefe family foundation
Mrs. Mary C. nuckols
alex and thomas olsen
rich and laurie padden
kerry perlman
Ms. Carla peterson
Margaret panko pfleger
the polik family and
     aCMe food Sales SC

Ms. patricia J. rosser
diane and John Sabey
Salal Credit union

Schoenfeld-gardner foundation,
     Mr. and Mrs. herbert a. Schoenfeld
gary and Marie Schulze
Ms. Jennifer Scully
Seattle Mariners
Seattle Storm
Yeying Shan and Steven Michelson
Silver Cloud foundation 
Jim and Janet Sinegal SC

dr. Michelle Sinnett and
     Mr. Michael Sinnett
tanya Sorensen M.d. and
     Justin Coughlin
Spark Charitable foundation
Swedish Cancer institute
    Medical oncology
ronald and pam taylor
teVa pharmaceuticals
dr. and Mrs. e. pepper toomey
Scott trethewey
weinstein Couture pllC
Suzanne and Jeffrey westcott, M.d.
Joseph white and Sherry zeiler
liesl and Jeff wilke
James and Sheila Yates

Founders Circle Sponsors: $10,000+

anonymous (5)
abbott laboratories
abbVie
abd insurance and financial Services, inc.
abw technologies
accuray incorporated
acorda therapeutics
Michael adler and Michelle goldberg
Mr. thomas alberg and Ms. Judi beck
Mr. and Mrs. gary altaras
american united Marine Corporation
eric and Jennifer anderson
Ms. laurie b. ashton and Mr. lynn Sarko

keri and Vince bailey
estate of Janet l. bates
bauer Moynihan & Johnson llp
bayer healthCare pharmaceuticals
bella baby photography
Mr. and Mrs. alfred r. benaroya
larry and Shelley bensussen
berntson porter & Co.
patricia black
dr. lauren blair
Carey bosch
Jennifer and trevor braun
Mr. and Mrs. Charles e. brighton

alec brindle
Mr. adam brotman
dr. paul brynes
kyle and lida buckner
rebecca Campbell
Capital one Commercial banking
dr. peter and Mrs. lisa Casterella
Cedar grove Systems, llC
Cellnetix pathology & laboratories
estate of Charles robb Chadwick
will Cheney
paul Coebergh
the Commerce bank of washington

Cope health Solutions
Cummins northwest
CVt tanker brokers & associates, inc.
diane d’arcangelo
dr. Christopher davis
diane and peter demopulos, M.d.
estate of Christina donahue
Jennifer and barry dougan
Ms. Mary k dowell
blake eagle
Margaret and Malcolm east
katherine and Michael enright
dr. Mehmet fer and Ms. demet kitis

lisa finch and Joel Sayre
lina fine, M.d., M.phil. and
     pavle repovic, M.d., ph.d.
Vera S. fiorito SC 
Janice francisco
kjersten franklin and ryan baker
dr. and Mrs. daniel b. friedman
dr. and Mrs. Sameer gafoor
Juanita garrison
genzyme Corporation
gibson energy
rita gill
Charles goggio, Jr.

Summit Club Patrons: $5,000+

the Founders Circle recognizes philanthropic investments 
of $10,000 or more annually.

the Summit Club recognizes philanthropic investments
of $1,500 or more annually.



donald g. graham Jr. tS

Michael grella
Michelle and Joe gretsch
gary and Sandee hamatani
dr. and Mrs. david a. hanscom
dr. hannsjoerg hasche-kluender
hatton Marine
luther haugan
Cindy and Chuck henderson
drs. lee hickok and Sharon loomis
dave and bobbie hinton
Christina isacson
dr. karen James and Mr. david James
karen and gary Schwartz foundation
keesal Young & logan
Joan kelly
lynn and timothy kepl
Mr. and Mrs. william w. krippaehne Jr.
dr. kim kron
lake partners Strategy Consultants
anna leavitt

denis leverich
life Support auxiliary
lex lindsey and lynn Manley
andrea and Jordan lott
Jeremy lott and Jessica abramson-lott
brian louie and Shannan hove
fred and Judith luchino
karen Marcotte Solimano and
     James Solimano
Jennifer Martin
teresa Mayberg, M.d. and
     Marc Mayberg, M.d.
lois Mayers
daniel and Candace Mcfarland
Merck
Michael Miyauchi foundation
klio and Mike Moore
Ms. tracy Morris and
     Mr. Shayne Stevenson
Mutual of omaha insurance Company
Myriad genetics, inc.

Chris and nicole niederman
Sandra norris and dr. thomas norris tS

northwest lifeStyle homes, llC
nuStar foundation
orrick, herrington & Sutcliffe
John and Molly otter
Ms. Jean patterson
the paul g. allen family foundation SC

pfizer inc.
Jim and gaye pigott SC

Mr. adam pisoni and Ms. amanda arch
premera blue Cross
John and gail Quigg
rapp Marine
edward and bernadette renouard
dr. peter ricca and Mrs. Joan ricca
kristi and Chad robins
kent rukke
william and debbie ruther
Conrad Saam
Salt & iron

lawrence d. and betty Jane* Schall
Judith Schwartz
Seaspan ulC
doug Sharon
Sandy and John Shepanek
the Sidney, Milton and
     leoma Simon foundation
the Sloan foundation
estate of rita Mary Smith
friends and family of rita Smith
peter Snyder
Sound Credit union
Jerry St. dennis
Stever family foundation
Stonebriar Commercial finance
the Susan and robert nathane, Jr. 
     Charitable fund at the
     east bay Community foundation 
douglas and Shelley Swerland
Mr. and Mrs. b. Scott thomas
todd and donna rosenberg foundation

John and lori top
ned and Joyce turner SC tS

u.S. oil & refining Co.
uk p&i Club
union bank
Valeant pharmaceuticals
Jay and kathy Vogelsang
brian and Susan Vowinkel
Jim walsh, M.d.
kirsten ward
washington trust bank
david and Sharon west
kevin westrick
Curt wikstrom
wilderness place lodge
william o. &
     k. Carole ellison foundation
world heritage foundation
     prechter family fund
Corrie and brandon Yackulic
zidell Marine Corporation

anonymous (7)
aden + anais
advanced health Media
Mikaela alger, M.d.
James and Margaret allison
dr. and Mrs. arthur M. anderson
Mrs. lucius andrew iii SC

Mr. and Mrs. daniel e. arildson
warren and Jill ashton
kim atkinson
Michael aufdermauer
alan and terry axelrod
Margaret bailey
nancy and william bain
Cindy and dave baker
arleen and John balciunas
david and laurie barenborg
Carol and larry beyer
lisa and brian bienstock
dr. richard billingham and
     Ms. Judith folks
bishop fleet foundation
drs. garrison bliss and Suzanne wu
Jack and Maralyn blume tS

boehringer ingelheim
     pharmaceuticals inc.
bruce and lynn boyd
Mike brazier
herbert M. bridge and edie hilliard tS

dr. brigit V. brock
Mary brown
Mr. Carl bunje

Ms. Suzanne M. burke
thomas and Margo bykonen tS

Cactus restaurants
Canlis
Stephen and Yukie Carrigan
andy Case and ralph fateiger
ken Case
Melissa Cate
Celgene Corporation
eric Chow
Clovis oncology
ron and Michelle Clyborne
dr. brenda Cochrane
karla and Jerome Coghlan
Mr. kevin Cole
Clark Coler, M.d. and rhea Coler, ph.d.
Columbia hospitality
Steve Condiotty
tiffany and Jim Cook
david Copley and Steven Chapman
Mr. and Mrs. william J. Clancy tS

peter Crane and Jody gebbers
Cyclegiving
donald dahlgren
Mr. and Mrs. theodore daniels
robert darling
dr. richard davies and
     Mrs. Janey davies
nancy and rick davis
tim and nicole dawson
brian and Cairns dempsey
Maggie and bill dorsey

brett and rebecca draper
Mr. and Mrs. william duff
Mrs. Jessie J. dupar tS

Mr. and Mrs. Jim dykeman
Connie and brad easton
lindsey and Carolyn echelbarger
elekta, inc.
drs. erin and william ellis
enterprise holdings foundation
donald and deanne etsekson
bob and Simone farris
lisa and warren fein, M.d.
fire & Vine hospitality
dr. Michael florence and
     Mrs. gwen florence
foundation Medicine
fred goldberg family foundation
Mr. and Mrs. phillip f. frink Jr.
ge foundation
natalie gendler
Joan Sullivan genthe
ira and Courtney gerlich
anu and arpana goel
dr. kathleen S. goetz
Caryn and philip gold
Mark and Cherri gooding
Josef e. gray
dr. Martin l. greene and
     kathleen wright tS

guggenheim partners
guy hopkins Construction Company, inc.
Jeffrey and lucia hagander

Mr. Jake haunty
richard hawley and donna ebright
heavy restaurant group
aaron and Christina hendelman
Michelle hennedy
Mr. Chris herbig
kim and donald hess
Molly hill
peggy hitchcock
arden and brad hofler
Mr. and Mrs. laurence e. humphreys
infant home photo therapy
     Maternal infant homecare inc.
Mrs. donna Jensen
allen Johnson, Jr. and Jill Johnson
Jennifer Johnson and paul francis
Carli and brian Jones
Susan and henry kaplan
barbara and Jim kenney
ann keppler
Mr. Yoon S. kim
andrea and dwayne king
king County finance and
     business operations division
Jerry knoben
kim kobata
aaron koopman and Sarah Smith
fred krick & family
bea and harvey kriloff
Ms. June k. kubo tS

Ms. Judith C. lanou
leavenworth Chamber of Commerce

andrew and donna lee
lyn and doug lee
Morgan lee
dr. eric lehr and Mrs. anne lehr
david and emily lippes
Mark litt family donor advised fund
     of the Jewish federation of
     greater Seattle
tom loeser and april bauer
Mr. and Mrs. albert J. lott
hailee lund
nick lund
dennis Maher
Marci and randy Mann
March of dimes foundation
Mark levine foundation
Janet Matson
ronald and Carol McCarthy
dr. Christopher Mcgann
Mike Mcglinchy
edward and ann Mcgovern
paul and darlene Mctaggart
Ms. harriet Mendels weiss
Mer equipment
Merck Sharp & dohme Corporation
dr. and Mrs. Michael S. Milder
david and Victoria Miles
Virgil l. Minter
david and tami Mooers
kelly Moore
kenzo Moriguchi
Morley hitchcock family fund

Summit Club Contributors: $2,500+
anonymous (4)
blake araki
anthony and racelle armada
greg and denise armfield
robert and traci arron
eric and Jessica aslakson
kathleen and ralph aye, M.d.
erin and Mike azose
irene and fred backer
donald and Maxine barnard
drs. amir and Sarah bastawrous
bay Ship & Yacht Co.
Mark and Juliann beales
Craig beilinson
kristina and Joe belfiore
kathy and Steve berman
Joseph and Maralea binz
bMw of bellevue
bnbuilders
todd and Jennie butson family fund
peggy and william Cameron
Carney badley Spellman, p.S.
Caterpillar financial Services Corporation
Ms. Joyce Chui and Ms. Christine Chui
City national bank
Mrs. tara Clark
Clean harbors, inc.
Jerry Cohen
Colby pacific family dentristy
andrew J. Cole, M.d.
Stanton and Sally Cole
Collegium pharmaceutical, inc.
dan Conrad
Cook inc.
andrew and emilia Cosentino
dr. elizabeth Cotter and Mr. ken tarleton
Julie and Mike Crosetto
trevor Culley
Joyce and Scott* Cutler
drs. glen and alexis david

davis grimm payne & Marra, inc.
Mr. and Mrs. richard and
     Constance delMissier
theresa demeter
Mr. robert devine and
     Ms. karen edgerton
Ms. Stacey l. dickinson
Victor dipietro family foundation
Mr. and Mrs. rick dodd
dr. Michael doherty and Susan foley
brad and Cristi duea
Jane eagle and donald Cable
dr. katherine eastwood and
     Christy lynn Morris
eisai inc.
eli lilly and Company
elliott bay design group, ltd.
kathryn elyse
epic Systems Corporation
erbe uSa incorporated Surgical Systems
dr. lisa florence and hank florence
teré and Stan foster
Mike fourtner
friendship Scramble inc.
fujifilm Medical Systems uSa, inc.
Ying fung
rudy and rupa gadre
pamela gallagher felt
laree and hamid ghassemi
Marc gillette
given imaging, inc.
gordon and alice godfred
dr. and Mrs. eugene w. goertzen SC

dr. Sheldon goldberg and
     Ms. karen treiger
david goodman
gary and Joanna goodman
Mrs. Maxine gordon-Stewart and
     dr. John e. Stewart*
Monty grau

Mr. bruce greek and Ms. Janin wilson
doug and deedee grier
rod gullickson
gunderson Marine
Shane haglin
hammes Company
Mu han and Yihong gu
Mr. kevin harasimowicz
harnish group inc.
kristin and gregory hart
drs. Michael and teresa hart
rachael and andrew hitchcock
innovative advantage, inc.
inspectorate america Corp.
richard and Sheila Jensen
John and Mary wilson foundation
Mr. Michael d. Johnson
James kent
Jason and Jennie king
Calvin klotz
Claire and John koenig
kpMg llp
dr. Susan kupferman and
     Mr. Michael raskin
Mr. Jon kuzma
Jim and kim larson
Mr. and Mrs. timothy lassige
drs. Christine lee and eric Vallieres
dr. Christopher leininger and
     Mrs. Jyl leininger
leonetti Cellar
lewis & Clark law School
Jenny lisk
loomis foundation
tomoko and wolfgang lueckerath
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff lund
lundbeck pharmaceuticals Services
Mr. and Mrs. paul n. luvera Jr.
Jeffrey and rebecca lyman
Mary and gary Madson

bob Mahler
Jennifer Malakoff
Jose Maldonado-Moll
the Markets llC
tom and Carolee Mathers
Matt and Susan Maury
Mednax Services, inc.
dr. robert M. Meier
brad Miller
J. heath Miller, M.d.
paula Mitchell
Sally Morris
Mr. and Mrs. tracy C. neighbors
noosa finest Yoghurt
Misty and James nordale
Stanley ogden
olympus america inc.
pacific gynecology Specialists pC
drs. pamela and Jonathan paley
drs. rebecca and John l. petersen ii
peterson power Systems
petunia Charitable fund and
     elizabeth J. hebert
Stanley and Valerie piha
alex and dinny polson
porcello Jewelers
richard and Susan porritt
Jack Quigg
Mr. eric reichanadter
don rich
dan riley
Mr. and Mrs. philip C. robbs
alan ross tS

robert and lindsay rutherfold
patrick e. ryan Jr., M.d.
SanMar Corporation
Schuyler Companies
lindsey and Molly Schwartz
Jamie and andy Shanks
dr. robert d. Sigley

dennis Singer
Chad and kristen Smith
Michael and Stephanie Smith
pat and Sylvia Smith
Springbrook farms, inc.
Susan and daniel Steinborn
brad Stern
katherine Stueland
rita Sutker
Jordan and katie Swerland
gary and diane Swofford
targa Sound terminal
tavern hall
Steve and deYonne tegman
Sri and david thornton
tiger oak Media
isaac trius
gary and barbara tyndall
uCb, inc.
urban float
VeCa electric and
     Communications, inc.
Catherine Venable
bob Vivian and nanci peterson-Vivian
kev Vorhees and kayla driscoll
dr. tanya wahl and Mr. gordy wahl
wes and bernie ward
Chris and Sarah weber
ral west and John hardwick
Michelle and Court will
debra and brad williamson
ashley and Jason winnie
wipliance
Mrs. kathleen witmer
James woo
reza and Mojdeh Yasseri
dr. Jon Younger and Mrs. kim Spector
david and Shauna Youssefnia
Ms. ruth l. zimmers

Summit Club Members: $1,500+
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Joni and Mark nakagawa
natera inc.
Ms. Carol r. nelson
neofect uSa inc.
Mark nielsen
Jonathan and genevieve norwood
novocure, inc.
Mr. and Mrs. roger o’Connell
Mr. and Mrs. eric overton
llewellyn n. packia raj, M.d.
Min S. park and eric blom
dr. akshal patel
Mr. Mark C. perrin
rhonda and Scott peseau
pinnacle biologics, inc.
Mr. and Mrs. raymond e. pinney Jr.
Ms. barbara placek and
     Mr. John thomas

elise and gary Sandwick
richard Sauer
dr. paul r. and Mrs. debra l. Sauvage
Shaker + Spear
Scott Shapiro and Jena thornton
drew and nicolette Sharp
frank and Jennifer Shields
dr. donald Shifrin and
     Ms. bobbi Chamberlin
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley l. Sidell
dr. and Mrs. Martin Siegel tS

Sirtex Medical inc.
Mr. dennis n. Smith
paul Song and lisa tran
John and Jennifer Spaith
Caroline Spencer
antonio Sponza
Margaret Stanley

Stuart and kathryn Steadman
Sherry and Clyde Sterling
peter and Sarah Stewart
dr. Jeffrey Stolz and
     Mr. timothy o’Connor
John and Carla Stroh
Stryker
Susan and Mike Sullivan
dr. wayne Suyenaga and
     Mrs. natalie Suyenaga
Swedish Cancer institute
Swedish ob/gYn Specialists - first hill
Swedish thoracic Surgery
Victoria and allen Symington
takeda pharmaceuticals u.S.a., inc.
brian and alison tobey
towers watson
petra and Curt Varney

Mr. Mark Vaughn
Ms. Sarah Vigoda
Vigor industrial
Marylyn Vincent
Ms. tricia Voss
dr. Cornelius Voth
george and leigh wearn
Cliff webster
richard and laurie weinman
Stuart and hilary weiss
Sally west
nicholas and Carol westlund
al and Jan winterroth
lori and dave wisenteiner
Chris and kathy witherspoon
Mrs. Marianne h. wolff
Steve and kristen wood
Mrs. Carol S. wright
robert and ruth wright

Mrs. Jutta plummer
precept wine
Melissa and kyle reault
dale reisner, M.d. and family tS

Mike rice
kristine rinn, M.d. and Steve rinn
omar and adela riojas
rivers and roads Corporation
robert roblee and ron Johnson
peter and Julie rose
John and ellie roser
arthur and ellen rubinfeld
runberg architecture group
Judy and fred rupert
kellie ryan
ann ryles
edward Sabin
norma Sands

anonymous (7)
warren and diana aakervik
acrowood Corporation
richard adler, Jd  and donna adler, Mph
aig Matching grants program
heather alhadeff
gary w. allen and Susan J. allen
annette and James alling
Mrs. nancy d. alvord
leslie amira
andina and dennis anderson
dr. garnet anderson and Mr. david Carrell
roger and Mary anderson
Charles and Susan andonian
apollo endosurgery inc
drs. Christopher appleton and Marcia ko
applied Medical technology, inc.
Mr. and Mrs. richard a. arensberg
angie ashe
larry atkinson
leeann baker Steding and doug Steding
Mr. and Mrs. arnold J. barer
robyn and les baron
Ms. patricia barton
becker Marine Systems
Joseph berhorst
Sherie and tim bernardez
Ms. Jayne a. blackburn,
     r.n., M.S.n., C.C.r.n.
greg bloom
James and darla bocinsky
rebecca bockow, d.d.S.
Mr. lawrence boldrin
david and kelly bonewitz
eric and louann brandjes
St. John and andrea braund
Ms. Carol l. brossier
Jerry and tina brown
estate of dr. walter S. brown
kim buike
pam and Scott Cameron
elizabeth Campbell
Carl l. hossman family foundation
dr. russell Carlisle and dr. Susan block
Cascade engine Center
kristi Casiano
Mr. don Castle
Mark and kristen Casto
dr. wendy Chang
brian Chen
ping Chen
amy and derek Chisman
dr. and Mrs. richard b. Clarfeld
larry and Sheila Clark
Mr. Matthew Clark
patrick Conlan
gerald Cook
John Cook

karen and Chris grigg
robin and ron guerra
lewis guterson
hachler investments llC
barbara and James hairston
halyard
Mr. robert hamatani
Joanne hancock
libby hanna
linda hannick and henry Maury
Mr. and Mrs. Milton hansberry
dr. and Mrs. James M. hanson
John and Sharon hanson
lawrence and hylton hard
Mr. robert harris
kristi hartway
dr. Melinda e. hawkins
haymakers for hope, inc.
renee and Josh herst
todd and kathy herzog
Ms. kathleen higgins and
     Mr. patrick Jenny
Jonah hister
Mr. Jeff hodges
hotel Sorrento
amanda and zach howes
Carlos hubert and Sharbani roy
Mrs. louisa hull
Judith hullin
Ms. barbara hutchings
Martha hutchinson
ing financial Servives llC
ipfS Corporation
Julia isaacson
robert and trish Jankelson
doris Jensen
kate and Julian Jiggins
Mr. Clark a. Johnson
Maryellen Johnson and huw davis
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Jones
dr. philip Juno
Steve and Mary kastenholz
keller rohrback, l.l.p
Mr. paul king
Jon and Shaunett kirwin
rick klein
lorna kneeland
Scott knobbs and amy faber knobbs
Mr. bruce laing
dr. Julie lamb and Mr. andrew lamb
pat lamb
kelly lanier
lisbeth larkin and douglas bellin
Midori lawler
patty lazarus
Melisa lea
Chun S. lee
philip lempriere
leross family foundation

dr. robert leversee
peter and Marianne lindsey
elicia lott
Mr. bradley lowary
Marilyn and robert lowery
todd lum
Steve and alex lytle
Sandy Ma
Jasmine Mac and hung truong
John and linda Macgregor
richard Maguire
Mr. lewis Malakoff and
     Ms. Michelle feder
Stephanie Mann and heather pixton
Maritime protection aS
Ms. Melissa Marshall and
     Mr. hirsch katzen
Mr. Scott Massey
Mr. richard w. Mathes
heather and Michael Mcadam
kari and Steve Mcintyre
amber and russ Mcleod
Michael and nicki McMahan
robert Meany and karen woodward
kenneth Merideth
the Metzger-Charleson family
Christine Meyers
Cw and natalie Middleton
Ms. elizabeth J. Miller tS

Mark and lauren Mincin
Jodie and david Miner
Misaine trade, inc.
beverly Mooers
ian Mooser
lori and John Morgan
Martha nalebuff and Mark wagner
ben nelson
brent r. nelson
ken and andree nelson
nordstrom inc.
Stephen and anne norman
north Coast electric Company
norbert and andrea orth
Steve ouellette
douglas and teresa perry
rosemary w. peterson
petro Star, inc.
Ms. polly pettersen
ginni and brad pietila
pillar financial Services
Julie and paul polkinghorn
dianne and gregg probach
frank rasmussen
thomas rasmussen and
     Clayton lewis
Carol and elbert reed
Steve and linda reichenbach
tim and tami reinertsen
dr. daniel remick

akbar and Juana rezaie
richard and barrie galanti foundation
Ms. Susan richter
larry rigdon
karla and adam rimmer
robicheaux Manufacturing inc.
Mrs. kathy rolfs
Stanley and Michele rosen
Steve Sabel
dr. and Mrs. John t. Sack
Michael Sack and John Saul
esther and richard Salinsky
bill and karen Sample
Mr. louie Sanft
richard and ann Scroggs
Seattle Crown hill dental
Seattle Sounders fC
leonard Seeley
Shamosh equipment Corp.
Jonathan and donna Shaw
dr. and Mrs. Steven M. Shaw
John Siris
Carolyn and harry Smith
austin Sperry
dr. and Mrs. James f. Spiegel
Mrs. patricia Spietz
ben and Margie Starnes
robert Stephens
Scott and donna Stirton
rebecca Strenge
edward Suharski and
     elizabeth McCarty
Supernus pharmaceuticals, inc.
ryan and lacey tacher
ashley and roger tatum
utta and bill tellini
elise and Marvin tepper
brit thompson
thompson brothers excavating, inc.
Jere thornton
Mrs. karen todd
John h. tschirhart, M.d. and
     karen wang, M.d.
andrea f. tull
Shelley urquhart
uSSSa big ball Softball Community
dr. dan Veljovich and
     Mrs. natalie Veljovich
Mike and dina wampold
John and Janet wang
dr. drew welk and Ms. aya hamilton
peggy and ed white
dr. karen wilke and Mr. bob duffy
Mr. and Mrs. ronald d. wilson
Selas woldehiwot
dr. John wright and
     Mrs. lanita wright
wSu Construction Management
     advisory board

John and lori Copeland
Mr. geoff Cottrill
dr. Steven Counter and
     Mrs. Mandi Counter
Mr. Mark Craemer and
     Ms. dina Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. daniel C. Crevensten Jr.
Crown bioScience
lizbeth and gerald Culhane
kimberly Cummins
eric Curtiss
Christopher and rebecca dale
Stacy and Mike dalrymple
Mark degroot
karen del tatto
brooke and Josh dickson
henry and Marie donahoe
Mr. william b. donner
dr. Jennifer droz
brian duchin and kelsey Sheldon
John and Julie duggan
rebecca S. duke, M.d.
Michelle and david dumler
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. dunn
lindsay and patti eberts
Mr. robert echentile
Mr. and Mrs. ron elgin
david ellis
robert evans and Steve davis
Michael and Carolyn evered
Sharon and Chris farac
dr. alex farivar
evan farris
Ms. Cora l. fields
derel and Maggie finch
thomas fish
edward, eric, rodney and Craig fisher
four Seasons hotel Seattle
frances roth &
     Stanley r. Schill foundation
Mr. Stephen franke
dr. eleanor friele and Mr. robert friele
Mr. dave fruci
Mike gallatin, ph.d. and
     brenda Sandmaier, M.d.
andy gardner
Shelley and paul gardner
donna and Michael gerity
Mr. and Mrs. thomas a. gilchrist
Matt godden
dr. teresa goepfert and
     Mr. briar waterman
Sara and Jed gorden, M.d.
John gossman and Jacki roberts
Jourdan gottlieb
bess granby
Sandy gray
Shawn greenwood

$1,000+

$500+
anonymous (11)
343 industries
Ms. Mary beth abel
bob and Cindy abramowitz
acme environmental, inc.
Sainath adhiraj
Jay and adrien agoado
dr. Carla ainsworth and Mark ainsworth
Mr. Joseph alexander iii
david and Mary alhadeff
Cliff allen
darlene allenthorp
Ms. karen J. allvin
Chelea alwine
american association
     for thoracic Surgery
american foundation

robert beiner
barbara and terry bendrick
hilary and david benson
Jenaya and tyler benson
Mr. and Mrs. robert bensussen
laurie bernbaum and alex rosen
peter and Janice berquist
harry berryman
Michael betlach
Mr. and Mrs. kenneth r. bies
karyn blasi and Chip hellar
eric and Jody blohm
tom and Jill boehmer
nick bolthouse
Marjorie bombar
khash and glynis borumand
Jeff bower

Mary and peter brandenburg
anne brindle
drs. david & Virginia broudy
Mr. and Mrs. James d. brown iii
Ms. tiffany brown
dr. Jim brudvik and
     Mrs. donna brudvik
drs. Claire l. buchanan and
     paul J. rasmussen
dr. Joshua buckler and
     dr. Molly Carlson
Melinda a. buckley
derre buike
dr. Michael burke
Mrs. laurie a. burns
greg butler
pamela byun

rueben Calixto, Jr.
robert and Jane Cancro
leslie Cannon
rob Caplan and Jennifer teed
eric Carter
Michael Casey
Catholic health initiatives
Siobhan and darrell Cavens
elaine Cen
the honorable arthur r. Chapman
Marc and andrea Chatalas
paulanne Chelf
dr. luann l. Chen
paul Chen
david Cheney
Sarah Cheng
atsuko Chitose tS

Ms. tamie andersen
Cathi anderson
Mary anderson
rebecca arnold
Mrs. rebekah p. ashton and
     Mr. bobby a. Moss
keith askenasi
Mrs. Cindy austin
avennia winery
Sibley bacon
Ms. Siobhan baird
Ms. lourdes g. baldillo
larry banks
Mary bardon
darlene barr, M.d.
Marc bayer
behar Company
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Sven Christensen
barbara Christenson
daniel Clare
dwayne and terese Clark
linh Clark
Clark nuber, pS
kerry Clayman and John hart
Ms. Cynthia Clegg
Jeff Cobb and family
Ms. tami Cobb
dr. and Mrs. Charles S. Cobbs
Mrs. linda e. Cole
william and lynette Cole
niamh and Matt Coleman
wendy e. Colgan, r.n.
Jill Conner
Mr. and Mrs. John Connors
ellis and roberta* Corets
Michelle and william Corral
dr. and Mrs. david J. Corwin
Costco wholesale
Ms. audrey l. Covner
george and paula Cruickshank
cuniform, l.l.C.
devon Cutler
donald and Suzanne dally
Steven dalpez
kathleen daman
John danell
patricia l. dawson, M.d. ph.d. and
     donna h. kerr, ph.d.
natalie and Stephan debray
Mr. and Mrs. luino dell’osso Jr.
Sally and John demetre
beth and Chadwick deVries
Marilyn dillard
Jean doerge
ann doherty
katelyn and John dolence
fred and harriette dorkin
Mary and doyle douglas
Susan and Steve draper
dr. Charles drescher and
     Ms. robin foster-drescher
linda droge
Jeff and Sheri dunn
Mr. lawrence dupuis
Mark and Mitchell dyce-ryan
Mrs. anne dziok
e. gluck Corp/precision watch Co
eagle pharmaceuticals inc.
linda kelley ebberson and
     randal ebberson
Ms. Susan edelheit
the edgewater inn
Candy and kellen eiler
el gaucho
elevation Cellars
employees Community fund of
     boeing puget Sound
dr. Milton english and
     Mrs. nancy english
todd ensign
Sylvia ettefagh
John rhys evans
lori fagnan
Ms. Courtney fahy
Mrs. hengameh fakhar-Moghaddam
lynn and kevin fallows
hossein and leyla farange
nancy faulkner
Mark and heather feldman
kris and Cliff fellrath
Steven felton
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. finkel
firstgiving
frank and Christina fisher
oren fix
Carolyn and John fletcher
John fletcher
kathryn fletcher
patricia flug
larry fluke
kevin fogarty
Steve forde
alan forney
Mrs. arzu forough
kristen fox
Mr. Stephen fox
foy group
karen l. freeman
fuel Coffee/high 5 pie
phil gable
Michael gagne
Janette and tucker garner
Jerry and alyce gatlin
wilhelmina and John gelston
Margareta giambri
Michael and kristy gibson
Shandon and brian gierke
dr. laura gladstone-larkins and
     Mr. brett larkins

bobbie and Mary goeglein
Ms. Joy goldman
goldman Sachs & Co.
Janet and Jonathan gores
analie gozum
Molly grant
kristi gray and Marty roberts
george and Catherine greer
Mr. daniel k. grimm
leonie griswold
anne gross tS

Sudha gulkhandia
Stephanie and Matthew gullickson
bob and leslie haeger
ken and lynn hagan
Mrs. Michele haglin
katie and Curran hagstrom
Jason handaly
dr. angela hannah
russell hanson
Setsuko harada tS

helen and adam harmetz
dr. lizabeth hart
Matt hartman and luna Seo
Mr. richard hartung
Sofiane hassaine
Michael hastings
kinne hawes
kristin hawes
healthcare Management
     administrators
larry and Mary heeren
Mr. leonard hembd
doug henrikson
Jay hepworth
Margaret herrington
herzl-ner tamid
Mike and Judi hickey
Ms. Sara higgins
Chris hilgenfeld
tyler hillenbrand
Sue and Chris hoffman
Jan and randall holbrook
Mike and diane holmes
Jo ann and tom r. hornsten, M.d.
dr. Marc horton and
     Mrs. Margaret horton
doug and robin houghton
hSC acquisition, llC
drs. paul and Jane huang
Mr. ryan huettl
Mrs. anna M. huffman tS

grant hughes
Jillian and nathan hulings
richard hunt
Ms. Susan huot
lynn hvalsoe
dr. aileen M. hwang
barbra hyman
inglewood golf Club
Carol inukai
Ms. Catherine ivy
Mr. todd Jablonski and family
nicole Janson
douglas b. Jaquez
Mr. Craig Jelinek
rachel Jenner and Jeremiah powers
Candace and dean Johnson tS

Jeff and Juli Johnson
Mr. rick Johnson
Ms. Sandra S. Johnson
Ms. Shelli M. Johnson
Jennifer Jones
rob and Jeri Justice
fred kahn
daniel M. kammerer
richard and Jana kauffman
Mr. and Mrs. James b. keller
Michael r. kelly, M.d.
Carmelita and thomas kemp
barbara and william kennett
eric and Courtney keppler
kindering Center
Mr. and Mrs. Jim klauer
Mr. John knie
Mr. Mark knoll
Michael ko and Mami Shimomura
kathy koeplin
domenic and krista koeplin
pat and Carm koeplin
Michele and adam kohorn
Mr. Jason kono
aaron and Stephanie kornblum
korum automotive group
erin and pete krawiec
nebahat kuerzel-themann and
     Juergen themann
Vandana kulkarni
Justine kunz
lab 921
hugh and tracy labossier

ladies auxillary f.o.e. #3054 -
     general fund
Jon and eva lafollette
hui lai
Ms. Shirley lam
pablo and kristine lambinicio
Molly and eric lambright
dr. brian C. lange
Jaime and Mary anne lanier
paula larkin
wayne and beverly lauerman
Jean and dennis lee
Michael lester
angel leung
Carolyn levy
Mike and Cheri levy
dr. howard lewis and
     linda Mcdougall lewis
kathy lewis
Mrs. Mei-ling lin
tracey lind
Megan lisk
Mrs. Julie lockwood
Ms. lemurn lok
Steve and Jody loper
eric lord
Ms. Cynthia l. love
Claudia lucas
dana and edward luera
Mr. Jeremy Malone
Mrs. Julie Malone
kate Mandell
Sonia and Subeer Manhas
Shilo Markegard
dr. and Mrs. ryan J. Martinez
dave and anne Masin
don and Janece Mason
Ms. elizabeth l. Mason
Charmaine Massong
beth and Clark McCann
dan McCarthy
kim McCary
bob and nancy McClain
kraig and deven McCoy
Marianne McCoy
francine Mcguire
karen and Mark Mcinerney
Mr. Michael Mclin
Shannon McMinimee
tim Mcneely
peggy Mekuria
dr. raman Menon
Merrill lynch wealth Management
dr. John Mignone and
     Ms. Meena Selvakumar
randall Miller
eileen Miller-bauer
andrea Millikan and Chris robinson
dean Miskimens
brett Moore
dr. david Moore and Mrs. estelle Moore
Ms. Margery e. Morrell
linda Morris
Sandy and lyle Moss
paul and Maritza Muckleston
dr. nimish Muni and Mrs. Sarah Muni
John Munn
Mike Myers
drs. Michael and erane Myint
Chetan nayak
Marne nelson
network for good
Cass nevada
patricia newcomb-gayman and
     Vincent gayman
dolan newell
kevin and lori newman
dr. Santo nicosia
patrick nielson
oren nissim and zivit Shechter nissim
Steven nordgren
grant and Justine norwitz
Mr. robert o’Connor
Mrs. Jan M. o’daniels
James o’halloran
tom and Cathy o’keefe
kip and Melissa o’kelley
dr. and Mrs. John V. olsen
fred and teresa olson
dr. and Ms. hal olsson
John e. o’Mara, M.d.
James and Mary oneill
Julie and gary e. oppenheim, M.d.
ovesco endoscopy uSa, inc.
Ms. lauren owen and Mr. Simon Siegl
pacific northwest fertility &
     iVf Specialists
fortunato arechiga padilla
dr. bettina paek and Mr. rob paek
nitin parikh
Mr. adam parker

david parker and priscilla randall parker
Mr. John parrott
kerry e. parsinen
Mark patchell
Matthew pauley
alysia paxton
pebble technology
Michael peeler
people’s Capital & leasing
dr. Charles peterson and
     Mrs. Judith peterson
Susan and larry peterson
dr. oana petrescu and Mr. Cristian agafi
Mr. and Mrs. howard pettit
Caroline pfeil
Michelle phua
physician’s world llC
     dba otsuka america pharmaceuticals
Mr. and Mrs. riley w. pleas*
kC and Shonagh pleas
Jim and Jamie Johnson
Mrs. Judy g. poll
rosalind poll
dr. darren r. pollock
Ms. Sandra k. porter
preCor uSa
Jennifer and gary prescott
Sasha and lowell press
andrew price
Julie prince
Ms. Meng Qian
paul and dawn Quick
r & b fisheries - rick and Mary Mezich
radiator whiskey
rainier taiji foundation
renee raison
kimberly and paul randal
Vanessa rangel Miller and dixon Miller
ron rauch
terri rebar
Michael and Shelly reiss
Ms. Carlotta reynolds tS

ricardo beverly hills inc
keith richardson
John, Jolynn, haliey, Jennings and
     wyatt richmond
Mark r. richter
Michael and Maureen rimkus
Joanne ringen
Mr. and Mrs. bob rinne
Jeanine riordan and daniel blott
Sarah rivers
Ms. heidi rivkin and
     professor benjamin Jacobs
Mrs. diane roberts
dr. william roberts and
     Mrs. kathy roberts
lana robertson
tom robertson and Marcelle o’Connell
Catherine and Stephan roche
Cindy and Scott rockfeld
george g. rockwell
robyn rogers
alex and Jill rosenast
rabbi and Mrs. Jay rosenbaum
Ms. gina M. rosengrant
gayle roth
beth and Steve rowley
Mr. Jeffrey k. rubin
kristi and Craig russell
Mr. and Mrs. richard k. ryan tS

Salesforce.org
John Saltsman
angela Sampugnaro
Jim and Mary ann Sanders
Mark and kristen Sanders
Steve and isabelle Sayler
barbara Schatz
frances Scheidel
James and rebecca Schmidt
Mr. and Mrs. gerald e. Schneider
amy Schottenstein and Justin Magaram
Mylyn Schroeder
Ms. lora b. Schuldt
Seafair
Susanne and bernie Seidel
Ms. andrea Selig
amitkumar Shah
Moin and dawn Shaikh
Stanley and Stephanie Shamosh
Steve Shaver
brent and Julie Shepherd
Ms. allison Sherrill
todd Shively and Chris woods
lisa and Yoav Sibony
tracy and Sean Sigmon
Susan Silberman
Silver Cloud inns and hotels
dr. dyan Simon and Mr. edward talerman
gus Simonds and lisa nelson
heidi Singh

Scott and Jodi Sisson
Mark Skrzynski
Smith freed & eberhard, p.C.
Colleen Smith
eric Smith and Mary huson-Smith
Joetta Smith
Mr. ryan Smith
Socius law group
douglas Southern
Michael and Svitlana Spencer
dr. Steven Stanos
dr. robert Stark and Mrs. Corky Stark
travis and heather Steiner
kaylee Stern
Steveyco llC
Josh and keely Stranahan
alta and robert Strayhan
robert Strong
Mr. John galbraith and
     Ms. nancy Stumvoll
Suncadia resort &
     prospector golf Course
gregory Sutton
teresa Swenson
waverly Swenson
Susie taketa and brian Mckinney
Ms. linda talley
Mr. and Mrs. william S. taraday
Ms. alexandra taylor
Colette and tom taylor
Mike tegman
the hiawatha Corporation
the lyman group
John thelan
Costco department 35
     Jewelry, luggage and handbags
nancy and Stephen thompson
tidi products
dr. andrew ting and Mrs. Jennifer ting
t-Mobile uSa
eric todderud
Mr. and Mrs. frederick l. tompkins
kathryn tonder, M.d.
top pot doughnuts
Mr. kevin S. traff
dr. leslie tregillus and
     Mr. thomas Jones
triangle Marine
Mr. george trickell
erica tripard
brad tuomainen
Jane turlo and Mac Chavarria
turner Construction Company
frank and Val tyson
the ultimate Melt, l.l.C.
universal life Church Monastery
Mahesh unnikrishnan
karen Mcnally upson
bobby Valentine
Jeff and Margie Van duzer
Julie and eric Varness
dr. arpan waghray
Mrs. donna walker
Jeff walker and Jennifer Mcgill
Mr. tom waller
dr. ulrik g. wallin
John walls
Juli warburton
Jocelyn webster
dr. robert weinsheimer
winter and darryl S. wells, M.d.
dr. Sean wells and Mrs. kimberly wells
Joanna whaley
kay whelan
rollin whitcomb
dr. david white
Ms. Jane wiegenstein
timothy williams
Judy williams wanamaker
lisa winterroth and lucas McCarthy
gerda and Jean-pierre* wirz tS

Michael and kris woerner
gilbert h. wong
Mrs. kathleen wood
lori wood
lynda and Michael wood
Mrs. gina woods
Marie and Mark working
william wurts
zhangwei xu
Mark Yamamoto
frances and Cecil Yother
Carrie Young
frank and Susan Young
Mr. timothy Younger
Marielle and gaston zenden
dr. Song zhao
Jay zidell
eileen zimmerly
katherine zinger and Corey Miller
Ms. rosalee w. zingheim
dr. adam h. zivin
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$250+
anonymous (26)
Mary aaselund
Joni accomazzo
Mary and Jeff ace
acme food Sales, inc.
Jason adams
randy and terri adams
tim ainley
alaska airlines
rocky and billie Jo albertson
Ms. alice S. albright
Monica alcabin
ivaly and Scott alexander
richard and gladys alexander
Ms. adria alhadeff
Mr. and Mrs. kenneth alhadeff
dr. ake almgren and Mrs. Siv almgren
amazonSmile foundation
Carrie ames
Ms. Susan r. ammerman tS

brian anderson
Jim anderson
Mari anderson
rickie and brad anderson
Mr. and Mrs. bleu andrews
Ms. Vickie b. andrews
dr. Joel andrus
david anson
Mr. Jason antonelli
apple Matching gifts program
arthur S. arguelles
Michele l. arnold, M.d.
nicole and John arwine
Ms. Carol a. asahara
rachel and Jay ashberg
at Your Service automotive, l.l.C.
Ms. Mary k. atwood
John and Carol austenfeld
Mr. James g. azares-burns
elizabeth baicy
d.J. bakken
Mrs. kristi bala
robin baldwin
bar dojo
barings
Jacqueline and wayne barnett
dr. todd barnett and Mrs. andrea barnett
Ms. Susie t. barrett
dr. and Mrs. william p. barrett
Mrs. Margaret e. barrows
beverly barsy
howard r. bartlett
david and deanna baugh
patricia baugher
Ms. allison bauman
eckhard and barbara baumueller
andre baz
gregory be roth
loretta beadle
ashbaugh beal
david and barbara beatty
Carl and arlene beckett
bill and Muffy beeler
dianne and Marc beilinson
frances biller belinky and family
alison and david bennett
ronald bennett
Ms. Susan bennett
dr. and Mrs. william i. bensinger
dr. John e. benson
berkshire hathaway home Services nw
     re Shelton
frederick bern
anna berry
lawrence besk
Madeline betlach
paul and lisa bialek
lolinda and dennis bigelow
Jane blaisdell
dawn blakely
william a. bock
Ms. Claire J. boe tS

Mr. and Mrs. Charles l. bolender
booster u.S.
andrea bordner
lawrence and nancy boris
lisa bozeman
Steve braaten
koni and don braman
terry and Mark brashem
lisa and Steve braverman
lynn and Sharon briggs
Ms. kathryn a. brock
alan brookfield
Ms. annette brown
Jackie brown
Joseph browne
Ms. brenda M. bryan tS

buchanan automation inc.

Ms. trudy buck
Ms. kaylee bunge
bungie foundation
Ms. beverly bunzel
Mr. aaron burcham
Joe burich
wes and kelli burns
Mr. eric J. burrous
Ms. Sally a. buslach
Melissa bustamante
Charlotte and dillon byers
Ms. lylanie Cabrera
Cadence design Systems inc.
teena and randie Cadwell
Jan Calcaterra
deborah a. Callison
Cambia health foundation
lani Campbell
teresa Canady
arnold Capeloto
dante and Melanie Capozzola
richard Caragol
Carlisle interconnect technologies
david and Stephanie Carlson
Yun-hee Carlson
the empire
Sarah and david Casey
ashleigh Cashman
beth Castleberry
lysa Catlin
katelin Cavens
Mr. Jimmy l. Ceasar
kellie Cecotti
Cal Cederblom
fred r. Cerf
drs. greg and darlene Chan
dr. david Charney
fan Chen
thai Chen
Ms. hsiu-Yu Cheng
teresa Cheng
Julie Chermack
Mrs. Julee Cheung
Ms. teryl Chewning
david Chinn
Van Chiu
dick Chow
Sherryl t. Christie
Chuck’s hop Shop
Ms. Jeanne Chung
Mr. and Mrs. dean g. Clark
kyle Clark
Sharon Cload
kirk Clothier
gerry Cluphf
Mindy Cohen and barry kahn
byron and diane Cole
Chris Cole
Ms. Jennifer M. Collins
Shawn Collins
kami and patrick Combes
kim Connor
Convatec
alex Cook
Courtney and tyler Cook
kevin Cook
danica Coonan
Marilyn Corets and adam Mihlstin
Ms. Cynthia M. Cosgrove
Cotswold foundation
Mr. robert Couch
Mrs. laurie Cowhig
ethan, leyna and elinor Coyle
Meghan Coyle
kevin Crabtree
robert Cranmer
Ms. Melinda Crohn
lori Cross
don and karen Crowe
Ms. kimberly Cummings
Margaret Curtin and Jim wilder
brian daley
Ms. ethelyn daroff
Sam davidson
Mr. and Mrs. harold w. davis
Jane and alan davis
ana day
days photography
bonnie o’brien de boer
Mrs. kaia deboer
kyle dennison
Mr. and Mrs. wayne dervin tS

Jerry and Jill devenport
donna diedrich
rachel dieleman
danielle dieni
tim and kerie dinehart
the dunn family
tate dodge

Myra doles
M. denise dollar
Margaret doman
Steve doman
pat donka
Sandra donogh
Ms. Colleen M. douville
Mrs. Judyth dreiger
robert and Joy drovdahl
robert and donna dughi
paige green dunn
ty duong
Ms. ann durham
dustin durso
Mr. bruce dwyer
Ms. Mara S. dyczewski
richard and Stacey eastern
earl and denise ecklund
bob and Janie edelman
dr. richard egan
brenda and adel el-ghazzawy
Stephen elston
kristin engel
Michael and barbara epplin
bette and len ericksen
andy and kim erlandson
estate of gloria Janeen Smith
Mr. Steven p. etier
Cyril e. evangelista
darlene and karl fanus
Marie farrelly and Jeremy griffin
Ms. Joni farris
alma feldspausch
frances ferraro and lloyd Mcisaac
dr. richard ferse
Scott and elisa field
Clea finkle
Sharon and Jason fischel
Mr. and Mrs. Craig h. fisher
rodney and lauren fisher
Stacey fisher and Jonathan Solovy
elaine, frank, adam and
     david flasterstein
ed and fran fleming
william r. fleming
Julie and John fletcher
fM global foundation
keith foe
Jon forsythe
Ms. lisa M. foss
andrea fox
Mr. robin b. fox
rosaline fox
Mr. roland a. franada
benjamin fraser
Carlene frawley
ken and Judy freed
Mr. blair french
peter french
Jill friar
Jeremy and Jessica friedlander
tina friesen
alla frolov
Mr. and Mrs. edward M. fuhr
Mr. Joe fuller
denise furneaux
Vanna fut
ravi gajula
Ms. Michelle a. garcia-arcos
katie garms
Jim and katarina garner
arturo garza
elizabeth and Jeff gates
tracey geiersbach
brad and Sandra gerrish
robert and Janice gerth
Mohammed ghalayini
paul and elizabeth gilbert
findley and Susan gillespie
kristi glaze
gabriel goldberg and willie Mullins
david and Jeri goldstein
Ms. Janice goldstein
Mrs. deborah gonzalez
brent goodroad
John goodspeed
Mary goplerud
Ms. laura a. gordon
Christopher gorey
alice and Steve goshorn
Mr. benjamin gould
Josh and Jen gould
bettie gray
Christine gray
Ms. linda S. gray
Ms. Cheri gregg
henry grenley
Stephanie griffin
Steve grose

bonnie gross
Mr. Jerry groussman
Cindi grove
Charlene guanlao
Sonja gustafson
Mrs. laura haleva
Ms. ellie halevy and
     Mr. lawrence kalman
Carrie hall
Mr. kenneth hall
Mark haller
Jaimie and Jason hallerman
kregg and andrea hanson
Carlee harder-brown and
     richard brown
Malia hardin
blake hardina
arthur and Vickie harding
the hardware Store
Jay and inice harper
John r. harper
bernard harris
patricia harvey and zachary kramer
Mrs. nancy harwick
lisa haug and amado Shuck
gary haugen
Ms. renae a. hawkins
holly hayes
linda hayes
Stacia n. hayes
todd and katie heckel
Mr. richard helzer
Susan and Jerry henderson
Mrs. Sharon J. higgins
arwa hijazi and Mohammed obeidat
patrick and kelli hildebrand
Melvin hill
Ms. winnifred hill
glen and ann hiner
John and kathryn hoffman
Scott and terri hoge
robert t. hogg, M.d.
Ms. lynn r. holmes
Jennie hong
larry hood
Joan hoshino
Ms. Valarie howard
lingxuan hu
Mr. greg huard
Veronica hughes
John hurles
Mike hurter
Mr. Clay C. hutchinson
hoa huynh and Quynh huynh
laura hyett
kerri inglin
barbara innes
Mr. robert inshetski and
     Mr. Jason tafoya
integrity Stonework
Ms. elise C. irwin
nancy and Jim irwin
Jim and heidi Jackson
Jerry and laura Jacobs
robert and Jean Jacobs
ted Janowicz
Steve and rena Jansen
Mrs. Maryann Jensen
rick l. Jewett
lisa Johnsen
Chalee Johnson
helen Johnson
Mrs. Judy Johnson kibble and
     Mr. edward kibble
Mrs. pam Jones
ric, Cathy and ethan Jones
erin and brad kahn
John kammerer
Simrat kaur
Mark keeler
kristin kenefick
lisa kenyon
thomas keolker
Stephanie kesterson
Melissa kevra
Svetlana khristoforova
kicking Cow promotions inc.
king County library System
     east region
Mr. Jacob king
Mr. and Mrs. kevin a. king
dr. heather kipa-Joseph
debbie kirchhauser
Stephanie kirkland
elizabeth kirwin
dana and eric klein
Judy klein
Marvin and roberta klopstad
Shannon knoben

kathy and don knop
dana knowlton
Mr. don knutson
niyati and Jary krauser
John krummen
Stacey kruus
Ms. Cheryl kugler
dr. and Mrs. kenneth h. kumasaka
emelda lacao
risa laib and richard Sorensen
Jennifer lamharzi
elizabeth lang
kerry and fred lange
Stephanie and leif larson
John and Judy lavelle
le Caviste
blair and georgia leckie
Ciara and andrew leckie
l’ecole no 41
Chris ledford
allan and eunice lee
James lee
Mrs. Seok-lay lee
trudy leen
lillian and robert leggett
Joan and Jim lehl
dr. Martha J. leigh
rachel and nick lenington
lenovo employees Care
karen leonard
Mr. Matthew lepley
Sean lercher
Mr. david lettiere
Michael levin
dr. and Mrs. b. richard levinthal
anne lewis
Mark lewis and rebecca rivkin
Jack and Judy liberty
glenn light
Jenn lilly
Mr. and Mrs. robert lindal
Matt lindsey
Murphy litvack
Ms. glenna locke and
     Mr. gary kawahara
rick and tammy locke
James and Marianne lockhart
duane and Susan locknane
Ms. teresa M. lockridge
Marianne loitto
lombard Sales, llC
london witte & Company, l.l.p.
bett lucas
Misty lucero
John and april luethe
todd lunde
tom and Mary Jane lundsgaard
Ms. Valerie e. lytle
Marnie and greg Macdiarmid
william Macdonald
wayne Macinnes
donald Mackenzie
Mr. and Mrs. luke h. Madsen
peter and Margie Madsen
Cheryl Magee
Ms. Jennifer S. Mager
Sharon Magnuson
gargy and ashutosh Majumdar
peggy Makuria
Judy Maleng
irene and george Mano
dick and Jane Mariani
Mr. glenn Markham
karen Markwith
Mrs. evelyn Marlow
Cynthia Martin
dr. and Mrs. James C. Martin
Maynard Martin
lorna Martina
Michael Maxin
Mr. kenneth M. Mayeda
pat and Jan Mayer
donald McClure
Megan McConnell
Mike and kelly McCormick
Mr. and Mrs. James w. McCurdy
betty Mcdonald
peggy Mcdonald
Ms. anne t. Mcgonigle
tom and Jill Mcgowan
brian and aycee Mcguire
kip and debbie Mckenzie
Carley Mclaughlin
Marc Mcreynolds
robin and Craig Medin
heather Meeds
Michael and katherine Meeks
Ms. Judy h. Melton
Ms. Joan Merrill
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Jamie and Jeff Merriman-Cohen
Charlotte Merritt
Ms. karla Merritt
kris and rick Metcalf
Mandy and Steven Meyers-little
Mr. Carl w. Middleton
Merribeth Midtlyng
Mr. arnold i. Miller
dan and elaine Miller
elizabeth M. Miller
Joyce and robert Miller
karen and ken Miller
kenneth Milne
Scott Mindel
dr. robert Mito and Mrs. annika Mito
Samayullah Mohammadi
Ms. bobbi Moody
ann Moore
Chad Moore
linda J. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. John p. Morbeck
dante e. Morelli
Melinda and Michael Morey radach
anne l. Morgan Mckinstry
kevin Moriguchi
lisa Moriguchi
Chihiro Morishima, M.d.
the Morse family
Ms. robin Mower
leMoyne Mueller
Ms. rose Mullins
Munson and rude pS
     kirkland endodontics
david and Momoko Myre
ed nadler
priya and rajeev nagar
napa Valley wine train
tom neilson
Megan nestor
Sarah newman
Mike and pam newsom
Vy d. nguyen
bryan nichols
Matt and Cassie nichols
Cynthia nicholson
karen and robert norman
Mr. and Mrs. eric d. nolte
Ms. barbara nopen
Ms. Julie k. norman
northwest Custom interiors, inc.
northwest Shorelines inc.
karla nugent
penelope Vaughn nyder
Joel oblizalo
Ms. patricia M. o’brien
Mari and peter offenbecher
Sara and nick o’gorman
alexander oki
ralph oldroyd
brent and leone olsen
Sara ondrick
onehope foundation
peggie orem
anne and rick otta
bob otto
Jen ottosi
Scott and Jen oxley

lynn rowland
Mr. frederic rutan
dena ruther
edith rutledge
wendy and russ Salas
Joel Sanders
Jason and faith Sandmaier
annie Sanford
emilie Sanford
don and Cindy Sangster
bill Santamaria
paula Sapp
gary Sarrat
peggy Satterfield
Sara Say
kim Schaaf
dr. and Mrs. irwin Schiller
brent Schlosstein
nancy Schneider
libby Schoenborn
Julie and Jeffrey Schoenfeld
dr. and Mrs. robert a. Schor
Mr. Matthew r. Schreck
Mike and leslie Schreck
Christina and herbert Schwarz
Jeff and Carmen Scott
Mr. philip Scott
deanna Seather-brady
Seattle boat
patrick Seeholzer
Mr. russell k. Segawa
olga Seregina
Ms. kathleen h. Sesnon
Mrs. Sandra h. Sexton
dr. Joseph a. Shamseldin
Ms. nan Shao and Mr. bo borgerson
Jacqueline Sharp
waqas Sheikh
edward and Connie Sherman
Jodi Sides
Ms. deane M. Sienega
Christina Sierra
Johann Sigurjonsson
liz and david Silke
Silver Cloud hotel Seattle - broadway
Jim Simmons
Jennifer and Mike Simons
willard Sinclair
ambika Singh
dr. Judah Slavkovsky
landis and patricia Smaaladen
kim Smedsrud
dan and Christy Smith
heather Smith
Ms. Julie a. Smith
karen Smith
r. Jean Smith
Ms. paula J. Smithers
dr. Joseph and Mrs. barbara Sniezek
karen and Mark Soine
Sophie Solomon and renato beninatto
Starbucks Coffee Co.
Starbucks - hwy 99 and 185th Shoreline
State of washington
Ms. naomi J. States
richard b. Steele, ph.d.
rick and nancy Steffens

Mr. kyle Stetner
robert Stewart
dr. Joy Stiefel and Mr. david Stiefel
Molly Stout
alison Stovall
Chris Strandin
ken Strausz
Ms. Stephanie l. Strausz
Sandra Sturtz
Mrs. Constance Sturz
kristin and kyle Sugamele
peter Summerville
Ms. beth l. Sundquist
Marjorie and ralph Svrjcek
Cathy and Scott Swanson
Swiftwater Cellars
Mr. Michael f. Sythe
Ms. Jessica taback
ivy arai tabbari
Mr. walter tabler
gary tachiyama
Jeff taraday
tim and barbara tasker
dr. and Mrs. brent h. taylor
Susan taylor
Sandy teeple
david telfer
Joan tepper
Mr. kim thayil
amy theobald
Jon thieman
dalton thomas
lynne thomas
barbara thompson
darcy thompson and darrell howe
Ms. deborah l. thompson
James thorpe
Chris and Chuck thrash
todd and kathy thull
lynn and John tissell
Ms. kathleen S. to
patricia todd
alex toft
norma tollman
les and lynn tolzin
Jeannine torlai-kuolt and Mark kuolt
richard and ann totorica
daniel travelle
lee travis and Candice Jackson
James o. travis family
Jeff and Jessica travis
Mary tremmel
Maya trujillo ringe
Jon and erin trumbull
darci trunkey
tatyana tunget
Scott turtel
Mr. and Mrs. lash f. turville
richard and dora twedt
Mr. dean ulrich
howard M. uman, M.d.
Jack unbehend
united way of frederick County
Jake, amelia and Sarah upton
tamara uson
the uSSSa women’s Softball team
     easton boom

beatrice and paul van tulder
Matt Vanbeek
Vantage radiology &
     diagnostic Services
Vashon thriftway
Mr. Michael r. Vaughan
william Vaughn
lynne and brad Vea
elsa and arthur Vetter
Vfw Skyway auxiliary post 9430
Michele Visagie
Ms. kathryn Volk
Jim and Sarah Volkmann
walter Von der linden
pooja Voria
dam Vu
Mr. and Mrs. gregory r. wagner
pamela wagner
Ms. patty J. walker
kathryn warner
Susan e. warner-Murray
washington foundation for
     Criminal Justice
Ms. Jeanette washington
kim and gregg watkins
Jay and Mary ann watson
Jim and andrea watson
Melissa wattigney
Jeff webb
Marjorie webb
Marie webster
tammy weeden
Ms. anneliese M. weik, a.r.n.p.
Victoria wells
Mr. and Mrs. John S. wenala
Mrs. francesca wermlinger
kippen and eric westphal
Joseph white
karen white
elsie whitener
Mr. aaron wiehe
elizabeth wilcox
dr. alan wilensky and
     Mrs. Judi wilensky
gary and laurie wilke
Jim wilkins
beverly wilkinson
laurel wiltbank
Mr. Jeffrey winckoski
windermere real estate
     Vashon-Maury island, llC.
alison winfield
Chase winterroth
diane winterroth
lisa wolfendale
Mr. tom woodard
woodridge Custom homes
Ms. Jennifer workman
Mr. roger S. Yamaguchi
Mr. and Mrs. Marc a. Yeomans
todd Yingling
YourCause
dr. and Mrs. Samuel Youssef
Corey Yraguen
Ms. weiqing zhang
debra zuba

rick page
paint nite
Ms. emily palisoc
pampered Chef
Ms. lily Y. pang
Jose panganiban
kate parmelee
Janet parrott
debra and eric parthemer
Mr. Jaydev patel
pallavi patel and Sandeep Sinha
dixie peaslee
Charles peifer
pemco foundation inc.
Janice and Jay pendergast
Mr. gilbert d. perez
Michael perez
lydia petrakis
tyler petrosky
truc pham
Charles and tammy piatok
tosca pinder
tori pitruzzello
dr. and Mrs. John J. pittari
Matt and andrea pohle
Cameron pollock
Julie poole
Jennifer and tim porter
loretta and Carl poschman
Jacqui posey
brenda and kevin poskitt
Mr. Jed powell
Cyndi and donald presnell
frank prochoska
Shannon prothero
Mark protus
Cameron and heather proudfoot
pruning plus inc
neil and lu Quinn
ryan Quinn
Ms. Janis k. radtke
Ms. gurubaljeet rai
patricia rakes
dr. gerald rappe
aldrin raqueno
Sarah reason
Crickett reed
Ms. rosalie tibayan reed
Mr. Scott p. reese
anita and arny reich
kathy reid
Susan reid
Ms. Julia renouard
Mr. robert g. resta tS

laura rhodes
george and Mary richardson
Jenne richey
dr. donna richman
daniel and katrina ridlon
Ms. Melissa rivkin and
     Mr. david Cohanim
Maurice roberts
frederick robinson
gina rodrigues
Ms. Susan l. rose
Joseph and terry Chen rothchild
gwendolyn rouzan

anonymous (14)
robert l. and Cynthia aigner
dr. george C. anderson
dr. nancy auer SC tS

linda ball
Ms. Myrtice barr
Ms. deed M. barrett-Chase
dr. Myrl beck
gene becker
Joyce benezra
dwayne M. berg
Mrs. flossie bergum
Mrs. Mavis J. berke
Josephine berman
Carol and larry beyer
nicholas J. bez
Mr. peter w. bigelow
Mr. Mason Jay blacher
Mary Clare boland, S.p. tS

Mr. and Mrs. richard d. bowser
anita braker and dave olsen
John w. branch
dr. and Mrs. ronald bray
Ms. Marite M. butners
daniel Ciucci
Mr. and Mrs. william J. Clancy tS

Mr. robert d. Cocherell
Milton Cohen and family
robin e. Cole, M.d.
Ms. pJ Condit
barbara e. deer
Mrs. edna deichl
Mr. and Mrs. richard and
   Constance delMissier
beverly dixon
Miss Margaret Mary dolan
Ms. lura elverson-white
Capt. and Mrs. robert engstrom SC

Ms. diane M. fathi
anne and Jack fontaine SC

Joan Sullivan genthe
rita gill
dr. and Mrs. eugene w. goertzen SC

Michael grella
bob gundersen
dr. C. gordon hale
Jane b. halligan SC

Carol and andy harris
Scott and darel harrison SC

Ms. kelly l. hartsell
drs. Michael and teresa hart
ralph and gail hendrickson SC

Mr. and Mrs. david f. hiscock
dr. h. Clark hoffman
Mr. John hooper
lowell houtchens* and
     Marlene taylor houtchens
peter e. Johanson SC

amy helen Johnson and
     John i. Montgomery
glenn Johnson and Michael Melancon 
Shannon Jean Johnson, M.d.
Mr. Charles p. Johnston
greg Jones and theresa dowell Jones
Jay and Mary Jayne Jones SC

Mr. george kauffman
Virginia kitchell
lorna kneeland
robin erzinger knepper SC

Michael kopp
edith kraemer
Mr. and Mrs. william w. krippaehne Jr.
dr. and Mrs. b. richard levinthal
robert d. lewis, M.d.* and
     Marcia Mcgreevy lewis
Susun and Scott livingston SC

dr. anthony lo and dr. Susan Scanlan SC

timothy d. lord, M.d.

dr. and Mrs. floyd a. Short tS

dr. and Mrs. Martin Siegel tS

gary and Jill Smith
Ms. Storey Squires
Mrs. lorna a. Stern SC

dr. and Mrs. todd a. Strumwasser
helen r. Stusser
gary and diane Swofford
Jim and Marci thomsen
Ms. Janet thompson
Chau tran
Mr. tim truong
william and ruth* Vance SC

Jean baur Viereck SC tS 
Cuc t. Vo
John and Janet wang
elizabeth webber and
     gregory hanson SC

nicholas and Carol westlund
louis Von wiederhold
Mrs. peggy wilton
gerda h. wirz
James and Sin woo
bob and Valerie Yurina SC

terry lundeen
tom and Mary Jane lundsgaard
Chuck and karen lytle SC tS

dr. and Mrs. raymond Marty
bob McCleskey and lori daigle SC

edward Mcguirk
Mrs. gladys J. Mcilwain
Shirley Mckinney
Mr. thomas w. Mesaros
Ms. elizabeth J. Miller tS

dr. and Mrs. John Milne
dr. and Mrs. Marr p. Mullen
Maureen p. Munger
Ms. ruby okada and
     Mr. Michael hatmaker
Jose panganiban
Mr. and Mrs. Jim pellegrino SC

Mr. wes r. peters
della ramsden
dale reisner, M.d. and family tS

dr. peter ricca and Mrs. Joan ricca
kate rogers
Charles Salmon
becky Saunders
John and Juanita Schoeppel
Mr. boyd e. Sharp Jr.

Swedish legacy partners recognizes the philanthropic investment
of donors who have made a gift to Swedish through their will or estate.
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randi aakervik
May abboud-finch, r.n.
kaden Clarke abel Sherman
anita abrego
dr. James alberts
dr. allen
tom allison
June M. altaras, r.n.
eve alvord
Catherine ambrose
zelma amira
brad anderson
Candice l. anderson
kenneth n. anderson, M.d.
elizabeth frances 
     Madden antonowicz
angela and emma antonson
Jefferson edward arildson
lauren l. arnold
dr. James arrigoni
Stella and noah arthiabah
Shawn ayres
douglas d. backous, M.d.
piper baily
rosalie balandran
roy bancroft
anthony S. barnett, M.d.
glenn r. barnhart, M.d.
dr. alyssa barto
Mary barton
Catherine baughman
Catherine baughman, r.n.
dr. robert bayles
John d. beatty, M.d.
grace elizabeth beeghly
patricia rae bennett
Miles Chance benning
gloria bensussen
ron berenstain
dr. Catalina
     bernal-Schmidt
barbara bernbaum
Sandy bernbaum
robert M. bersin, M.d.
Jeremy berte
dr. Joshua bess
dr. Vivek bhatia
Marcia biloon
dr. george r. birchfield
Mary ellen white bissell
louis M. blake-inada, M.d.
rita blankenau
Col. Jon blatt
david block
Julie blystad
gail fiona bond-davis
Carisa bonner
terry boswell
James d. bowen, Md
kay lynch bowman
erika boyd
gary bracken
Susan boris brewer
Sheryl berggren bronsink
Janet brown
eileen bruce
Janet buckner
Mary buike
Joe burns and larry Smith
lisa roberts bush
dr. Charles w. butler
o.e. byerley
del Calicotte
beverly Jean Call
Joan Campbell
dorothy Canavan
bob and allegra Cannon
Shelley “lynn” Caragol
william e. Carlson
dorit hudesman Carmely
dr. peter J. Casterella
dr. f. ann Cerf
Jackson Chang
deanna Chapman
Marlys Cheney
xuemei Chi
kenneth Yee Chin
Stephen Christ
beverly Christenson
Joan Cichos
troy Cichos
irene Clark
Sanford Clement
Charles S. Cobbs, M.d.
heidi and paul Coebergh
heidi Coebergh

leona f. Cohen
robin e. Cole, M.d.
pat Coluccio
Michelle Combellick
beth Cordova
patricia Costello
edie Cox
Jodi Cox
deborah Crabbe
heidi Craemer
lea Joan Cranston
linda Crawford
pamela Cruickshank
James p. Crutcher, M.d.
adam dahl
Suzette russell dalpez
glen J. david, M.d.
annabel davies
beverly davies
Claire and gordon dawson
patricia l. dawson, 
     M.d., ph.d.
Jack de leon
richard l. deibler
Catherine deMatteis
andrew demetruk
peter a. demopulos, M.d.
george f. denison
Marilyn desmul
Monika desroche
irma Marie diller
Marjorie dittrich
dr. Michael doherty
david e. dong, M.d.
Jane dossett
Jan downs
dr. irwin S. dreiblatt
Charles w. drescher, M.d.
hossein ebrahimi
Mahmoud ebrahimi
ralph e. ecklund
haakon edwards
Julie eisen
dorothy C. ellertson
Sue ellis
John “Jack” ellstrom
ruby ellsworth
greg enslow
Marlene ericson
dr. naheed esmail
Stephen M. eulau, M.d.
elaine eva
laurel fechner
Mehment f. fer, M.d.
karen ferrier
deb ferse
wendy S. feuer
babette (babs) fisher
william James fisher
Claire fitterer
John t. fitzharris, M.d.
peg fleming
ned flohr
lisa S. florence, M.d.
greg d. foltz, M.d.
kathleen fortmeier
Charlotte foster
pamela foster
Vivian foxx
harley and lela franco
garrett freebourn
Jill friedman
anna fritz
Clara gabrys
dr. Sameer gafoor
kathryn gallagher
diane lee gamman
Jennifer gannon
Jeffrey l. garr, M.d.
Marie frances geary
Schelaine ghassemi
eric p. gierke, M.d.
ron glatz
Catherine gleason
Jack gleason
angie glenn
brent e. godding
bob goeglein
nelson b. goes, M.d.
barbara bye goesling
Carol Virginia goggio
noble golden
Carole gonzalez
Meg reynolds gooch
Susan f. goodall,
     C.n.M., a.r.n.p.

tina goodall
gary e. goodman, M.d.
patricia annette goplerud
Jed a. gorden, M.d.
luke gordon
Josh and Jen gould
dr. Jerome graber
karen graser-grant
paul e. gray, Jr.
Jeff green
Meghan green
Marian greenberg
Janet grella
patra grevstad
arlene grinnell
Joseph C. guinasso
Jackie gunderson
kim gustafson
berit gustavsson
Shelly guterson
Jeffrey hahn
fred b. hall
irma b. halligan
dr. Jeffrey halpern
Mrs. Johnnie M. ham
bunny hammersla
dr. Michael Young han
Joan hannick
Quinn hardy
Mary harley
roy harlin
kendra g. harrington
Marquis e. hart, M.d.
Joanne hartzell
becca hawkins
Maren hawthorne
dr. Michael hayden
leigh haynie
robin hazen
karen healy
eugene o. heberer
linda Strack heimerl
Jean a. helsby
asher blue hershey
andy hill
Carmen a. hill
Connie hilton
friends of the hister family
henry ho
rick holben
lawrence e. holland, M.d.
Jim hollomon
angie holmstrom
doris hooker
James hoon
kuni hopper
tom and Jo ann hornsten
gayle hoshino
Mona hour
Jared houser
linda howard
kenneth douglas hsu
Mary hudson,
     r.n., i.b.C.l.C.
theodore hulings
Vicharo huot
brian hurlow
aileen M. hwang, M.d.
dr. Martha hyde
Mary immel
dr. bryce inman
dr. gordon irving
Mary June iverson
angela l. Jackson
Jeremy Jacoby
karen lee Jarvis
zenaida Javillonar
Carol anne Jensen
the Jensen family
eileen Johnke
alice Johnson
bart Johnson,
     d.d.S., M.S.
donna Johnson
elaine h. Johnson
Judy a. Johnson
karen Johnson, M.d.
Sarah Judd
Varda Juno
Judith Jurgens
esther kahn
theresia kalas
keith kaliber
the kamperschroer family
troy kannier
henry g. “hank” kaplan, M.d.

Susan Mcgregor
grandma
James a. Mchugh, M.d.
dr. Jessica Mchugh
Christy Mckay
donna l. Mckinney
Caren McMillen
douglas Mcnall
Jeff Meadows
dr. Vivek Mehta
robert M. Meier, M.d.
dr. kenneth Melman,
     director Seattle ntC
glen Meskimen
anthony Meyer, M.d.
linda Michels
dr. John l. Mignone
bernice Miles
wandra k. Miles, M.d.
dee Miller
elizabeth J. Miller
francis t. Miller
lee ann Miller
Susan Miller
dolores Minter
rajnish Mishra, M.d.
dianna Miskimens
robert k. Mito, M.d.
Joan Mladineo
blanche evelyn Mochel
Stephen Monteith, M.d.
Colette Montez
Joan Moody
Ms. kim Moody
david w. Moore, M.d.
amelia Moran
ray Moreno Jr and
     anna Moreno
Carol Masuko Moriguchi
floyd Morrison
william f. Morton
geraldine Moulton
amy Mower
lee Moye
amelia beverly Moynihan and
     Carter Michael Moynihan
John S. Mullen, M.d.
anita d. Munoz
lawrence Murphy, M.d.
dr. robert w. Murray
poppy e nafziger
Maxine uilani navor
alvin l. neeley
helen neil
brian J. nelson
gregory nelson
phyllis neville
dina newcomer
louise M. nicosia
Margaret e. nilsen
linda nordstrom
elena nussbaum-Cado
david oldroyd
brady olds
Susan olsen
Chuoi ong
lisa osse
John pagel, M.d., ph.d.
Martin C. palmer, M.d.
Michael pantelich
dr. alexander park
John parrott
leigh paschal
dr. anand patani
Carla patopea
david J. patterson, M.d.
david allen patton
Curtis paul
abigail paxton
emily pease
Carolyn Jean peckenpaugh
barbara perlmutter
karen parrenot
John l. petersen ii, M.d.
Joann peterson
Jody Marie peterson
Sharon webb peterson
fran pfankuch
Carol pfeiffer
kyla phillips, r.n.
danna pierce
dr. Michael pirri
Mary pittari
zachary pollack, M.d.
teri pollastro
richard S. polovitch

Julie kauffman
katherine kaufman
dr. thomas kawano
bette kelly
dr. thorpe kelly
lynn pollock kennison
hannah Sztarkman kent
kathy g. kenton
lori kenyon
Jerry and ann keppler
ottilie ketchum
elmer ketterling
Sameer khan, M.d.
don and irene killeen
namou kim, M.d.
dr. richard kirby
the kisner family
barbara J. kloos
Susan knudsen
eugene ko, M.d.
norma ko
patrick koeplin
Michele kohorn
babe kollack
Joan komen
kris V. kowdley, M.d.
Viswanathan kowdley
randy kramer
dr. rodney kratz
Julia waring krick
dr. guru Meenal krishnan
Joan krivosha
ida kronfield
Sita kumari
nancy langdon
barbara larson
Cookie laughlin
John laughlin
linda lavin
Cheryl lawrence
barbara J. learned
harry d. leavitt
Milton lebeau
Marie ledford
Christine a. lee, M.d.
frederick b. lee, M.d.
dr. gerald lee
dr. Max lee
Shuk han lee
eric J. lehr, M.d.
Christopher leininger, M.d.
Suzy lepeintre
John h. lesniak
Carol letourneau
linda levine
Janice levis
howard S. lewis, M.d.
Judy l. lewis, r.n.
robert e. lieppman, M.d.
Mei-ling lin
Joann lindauer
lee lippert
dennis lisk
Susun livingston
kathryn lowry loepp
Sau king lok
Sarah long
brian e. louie, M.d.
Catherine lupo
John lym
Chuck and karen lytle
Meg Magee
Mary Maher
andrea kadish Maigret
heike Malakoff
paul Malakoff
Maureen Malinowski
aileen Mandel
June Mann
natalie Marr, r.n.
kay Marriott
Sarah bretl Marthaler
david l. Martin
kathy Marty
flora Mascio
Sonja Mollenhoff Massey
dr. eugene May
John robert May
Marc r. Mayberg, M.d.
kenneth e. Mayeda, M.d.
dr. keith Mayo
Joyce McCallum
Johnna (VanMeter) McClure
Joan Mcdaniel
Cameron Mcdougall, M.d.
dan Mcfarland

these gifts honor friends and loved ones and remember those who have passed away.

Honor/Memorial Tributes
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James r. porter, M.d.
andrew f. precht, M.d.
James w. pritchett, M.d.
todd prophet
debbie and byron puvogel
toby Quitslund
ralph ramstad
Jeanne rasmussen
dorothy raymond
Jean karen reichenbach
Christiane rekai, a.r.n.p.
kathy rice
dr. robert richling
dr. donna richman
Marilyn g. ridge
kristine J. rinn, M.d.
heidi rivkin and ben Jacobs
Marsha rivkin
Saul and Joyce rivkin
lara Street roberson
Jin roberts
kathy roberts
andrew robson
fern rogow
donald a. ross
patricia rosser
Joanna roth and
     Simon kahon
arline rotter
art rounds
deborah rukke
Stephen J. rulyak, M.d.
Marsha ruttkamp
patrick e. ryan, M.d.
lynne Saad
angie Salcido
g.C. Sanborn iii and
     Susan h. Sanborn
dolores Sand
robert Sandy
Catherine Savage
wendy Savage
leslie Schafer
betty Schall
gordy and Shirley Schmeiser
greg Schneider
Jennifer Scholberg
don Scogings
phil See
Marvel Serres
dr. rahul Sharma
kathryn Sherer
the 50th
     wedding anniversary
     of blanche and bob
     Shindell
dr. neil w. Sieke
barbara kadaner Siegel
zenaida Sison
Marc and Michelle Sloan
genevieve Smeeth
andrea J. Smith
donald Smith, M.d.
dr. frederick Smith
Marcia Smith
rita Smith
Stacie Smith
heidi Snyder
kenneth Solheim
toni Sorenson
Carol a. Spence
finley Sprangers
pamela Stahl
dianna Stalter
Susana Stamper
dr. richard Swan Stark
bob Steele
Michael Stephens
lois Stettner
finley Stillwell
terril Stone
eleni Stoneman
linda k. Strong, M.d.
Mary k. Strunk
gail Stulberg
James russel hawkins
leslie e. “pat” Stusser
Carole Sullivan
kerry Sussex
Suguna Swaminathan
dr. thomas J. Swanson
Scott Swerland
James Szymanski
dr. robert k. takamiya
Swee lian tan, M.d.
alex taylor and Mike Stout

david p. taylor, Jr.
isobel taylor
Joseph f. teply, M.d.
Janice thimgan parker
leilani thomas
dr. Joseph thompson
dr. kristy thompson
lisa ryan thompson
guy e. thornton
Maureen tinley
bridget todderud
Sean d. toomey, M.d.
amalia torrentes
Jim towers
peggy traff
dee Mcdonald travis
dr. amy treakle
Janet tricamo
Charles h. trimm
Jill trohimovich
ruth trott
doug and Janet true
the true family
dr. Yuri tsirulnikov
neil turtel
Cyndy ulrich
Joseph lindsay ungari
gary upshaw
dr. olariu ureche
dr. anand Vadivel
eric Vallieres, M.d.
keating Van dorsten
weston Van wambeke
ron VanSenus
traci l. Vasen, r.n.
Sinta and
     grace Velasco-Corpuz
Joann Veleber
dan S. Veljovich, M.d.
Sandra S. Vermeulen, M.d.
Craig Veibrock
taryn Villanueba
Margaret Vitus
tanya a. wahl, M.d.
larry waldron
donna walker
Janet walker
Jerome walker
Vikki walters
dr. li wang
kirsten ward
Joanie warner
paul alexander weager
Cynthia weber
karen webster
Susan l. weiner
Steven p. weinreich, p.a.
hilary weiss
Jeff weiss
darryl S.wells, M.d.
John “Jack” welshinger
Conny wenz-kuzma
Connor wesley, r.n.
dr. (howard) Jack west
roger J. westcott, M.d.
david M. white, M.d.
Joe white and
     Sherry zeiler
lori white
Jan wiedenhoft
dr. eric S. williams
dr. paul f. williams
C. Joan wilson
Mary helen windell
arnold James wolff
dr. Jackie wong
gina woods
Molly working
anna Marie wyatt
dr. run xue
Sarah Yelenich
frank n. Young iii
Mary Young
Samuel Youssef, M.d.
Margaret zabielski
Sjirinjan zaegari
Marian zak
Madelene zanatta
Mohammad zargari
Shirinjan zargari
dr. Ming zhang
Song zhao, M.d.
henry zimmerman
adam h. zivin, M.d.



“physicians treat the body.
philanthropists treat the soul.”

 – Theresa Jane Fund,
created by a former patient and

donor to Swedish
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